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PROLOGUE
It was Thanksgiving 1971, in Rocky Mountain National Park, sixty miles 
northw est of Denver, and I was staying in a small log cabin celebrating the 
holiday w ith  solitude and deep snow. When out taking a walk, I became 
suddenly  lost in a "white-out^': blinding, driving snow in which I could see no 
further than twelve inches from my face. After walking for a m inute I stopped, 
know ing that to try to find my way back to the cabin was folly, and that the 
w hite-out could just be a snow squall, passing as quickly as it had  come. I just 
stood there, and after fifteen minutes it did pass.
It was clear now, bu t m y cabin was not in sight. An inch of fresh delicate 
pow der lay on top of the eight inches I had been walking through. I found myself 
standing on a gentle slope by a six-foot-wide stream. Like an apparition, a large 
silver-gray animal appeared across and just downstream from me, tw enty feet 
away. It stood there motionless looking at me, making no sound.
I stared back.
It was bigger than any German Shepherd or Husky, standing alm ost two 
and half feet tall w ith lanky legs, and six feet long. Its nose was broad, ears 
rounded, but w hat I m ost clearly remember is the color and luster of its coat. It 
was a brilliant silver, mottled w ith a rich gray and black, and thick. It looked 
w arm  and winter-ready. We stood there looking at each other for w hat seemed 
like m inutes, but w as probably only ten seconds.
Then, effortlessly, it leaped high across the stream as gracefully as deer 
float over ranch fences, and landed w ith no sound on the opposite bank. W ind 
and time had completely stopped. W ithout looking back, it loped away and w as 
gone.
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It doesn 't m atter if we ever see a wolf or not. W hat does m atter is the 
possibility, the hope, of a major predator still able to roam freely across the land, 
undisturbed by hum ans. My feelings for wolves come from this: w itnessing an 
anim al of w ild mystery, power, and independence that we as a culture 
m assacred, and now  m ust help recover. If there is sinful behavior, then this is it: 
w e fed them  ground-up glass and strychnine-laced carcasses, we trapped them  in 
steel jaw  traps and then set fire to them.
A nd we are m orally responsible to bring them  back.
♦ ♦ ♦
"But in our unconscious, there they [animals] are — wild, overwhelm ing, 
free."
Sarah Perry, visual artist
A dream: I see a young woman in a long flowing white dress walk across soft tan 
earth, the color of buckskin, up a hill and through the trees. There is a feeling of knowing 
her without recognizing her face, of knowing we have some sort of close relationship. I 
look down at the soft earth where she has walked and see hoofed tracks, elk-like, imprinted 
there.
"Did your feet turn into hooves?" I  ask her.
"Yes, the tracks are mine", she smiles, takes me by the hand, and we walk away 
together.
A nd another dream;
I  am hiking alone on a trail that passes by a small, old tarpaper shack. Suddenly a 
mountain lion appears on the trail twenty yards away. I freeze, then run inside the shack, 
terrified of the lion. The shack is hot much protection. Through the holes in the walls of 
this falling-down shack, I can see the lion come closer, stalking me. Under the broken 
floorboards I  can make out parts of the lion right under the shack. A  second lion appears 
at the door, and through the smoky glass door panes I see the second lion's head, its short 
auburn fur and sharp angular teeth pressed tightly against the glass. I am trapped.
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The lions leave, but only momentarily. They come hack: lions at the door, lions 
under the floorboards of the cabin. People, piled high in pickup trucks, drive by. I scream 
at them in dream intensity to rescue me but the scream is hollow, vacuous, and I barely 
make a sound. There is chaos and confusion: the safety of the trucks is so close, but so are 
the lions. The lions wait, watching and ready.
But one truck stops and 1 decide to make a run for it and escape from the lion's 
trap. 1 open the door and run asfiist as I  can for the back of the pickup. I leap in, thinking, 
7 made it, I made it', but I now feel deep, strong claws on my feet and calves, piercing my 
skin. Tight, muscular, paws are pulling me down. I try to pull myself up to the pickup 
bed, desperately, fearfully, trying to shake and kick the claws off my legs.
I wake up, kicking the covers off the bed.
We are closer to animals than we think.
♦ ♦ ♦
Animals are not just one of the things with which people 
am use themselves, like chewing-gum and water-skis, they are 
the group to which people belong. We are not just rather like 
animals; we are animals. O ur difference from our relatives 
m ay be striking, but the comparison has always been, and 
m ust be, crucial to our view of ourselves.
Mary Midgley (italics M idgley's)
'T he  Concept of Beastliness"
To some people, whose ancestors sanctioned their extirpation across the 
United States from the first settlers time through the 1930's, a learned fear of 
wolves has w orked itself into a fierce hatred. Today, som e of that fear and  hatred 
continues, sparked by the wolves' renewed presence in the northern Rockies and 
a highly controversial plan to reintroduce the predator back to Yellowstone 
National Park.
I am  intrigued as to why this animal still generates so m uch controversy 
and evokes so m uch passion in people. I w onder w hy some people aren 't equally 
angry tow ards the m ountain lion or grizzly bear, two other large, powerful
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predators on the continent. The negative feelings are there for the griz and lion, 
bu t I d o n 't know, it seems there is something different — m aybe it's that feelings 
can be so intense, so extreme — about people's attitudes towards wolves.
I w ant to w rite about these questions and about ranchers and hunters, 
some of whom  fiercely hate wolves, and some who don't; bu t also about some 
environm entalists who over glamorize the wolf as pure and perfect. I w ant to see 
how, and especially, why ,these age-old attitudes, shaped by mythology and the 
history of the wolf, are still very much present today.
According to Diane Boyd, a wildlife biologist w ith the University of 
M ontana's Wolf Ecology Project, 27 of 32 wolf deaths in the northern Rockies 
over the past 10 years have been hum an caused, most shot illegally even though 
protected by the Endangered Species. Act since 1973. And on April 18,1994, it 
w as reported in The Missoulian that a wolf education program  for school children, 
w hich features the appearance of a wolf, was canceled in Lander, Wyoming, due 
to a few ranchers' calls to school board members.
"It was more political than anything," Schools Superintendent W ayne 
K ing conceded. "W e've got a bond issue coming up and we don 't w ant to rile 
people up  over this."
I w ant to write about how wolves m ight be closer to us than we think. 
(Different from us, but a different difference, says Midgley.) And how, in this 
connection to animals, we m ight be closer in our beliefs to each other — wolf 
supporters and wolf opponents — than we believe.
Finding our w ay in this story of wolves involves a circuitous route, a 
swirling vortex of concentric rings: of ranching, a 'w ay of life', of class struggle, 
of control, of darkness, and fear. It is a difficult route, a complicated route. But by 
taking it we just m ight find at the end, or possibly along the way, a piece of 
ourselves waiting there, waiting to be rediscovered, waiting to be reborn wild.
Across the United States, and especially in the northern Rockies where 
they are attem pting to return, stories about wolves are plentiful, more plentiful 
than the creatures themselves. Stories of wolves being reintroduced to 
Yellowstone N ational Park, stories of ranchers' anger tow ards wolves, stories of 
the six packs of wolves that have now established home territories in w estern 
M ontana. We have been saturated with propaganda from environmentalists.
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ranchers, and  the media, and like dripping sponges we are unable and unwilling 
to soak u p  any more.
It is sickening, and  it is a shame. Sickening, because images of wolves are 
everywhere, and some people are tired of seeing and hearing about them. A 
sham e because all wolves are trying to do, the real animals, is make their w ay 
back into territory that is historically and ecologically theirs, but they're getting 
caught in a sticky web of mythological, political and cultural strands on the way.
, So 1 hesitate to w rite yet another story about wolves. But in all that has 
been w ritten about wolves, 1 don 't read m uch about w hat m ight be one of the 
issues behind allowing wolves to come back into the West, and that is: w hat does 
the wolf represent on deeper levels, to our psyches, and how does that affect and 
shape the nature of who we are today?
Finally, 1 w ant to see w hat can be done to gradually change the image of 
this animal w ith whom  we have lived for thousands of years, and see w hat the 
new  mythologies look like, the new stories, of the wolf that is revealed through a 
clearer lens of contemporary science, research, and culture, and not through the 
lens of darkness and demons.
In looking at attitudes towards wolves in the West, 1 do not daim  to have 
second, third, or fourth generation Western roots: 1 grew up in Kirkwood, 
M issouri, a suburb of St. Louis, and knew little of the West other than St. Louis' 
reputation as its Gateway. But 1 do claim time living in the West as evidence of 
some basis for my conjectures about it:
As a hard  working truck-farmer driving a rusty International pick-up, 
living outside the 8,000 ft., one stoplight town of Buena Vista, Colorado. The 
high, cool climate m ade Buena Vista the lettuce-growing capital of the United 
States before California deserts were given water. 1 irrigated acres of lettuce after 
clearing the irrigation ditch from its high mountain source to the cottonwood- 
lined ditches below.
As a $25 a day orchard worker in the high fruit valley of Paonia, in 
w estern Colorado, working w ith farmers young and old. When the fruit season 
was over, 1 worked hand-digging graves for Paonia's dead.
As a counselor in Colorado Springs, Colorado, attem pting to help 
delinquent adolescents through the court system, the school system, the tangles 
of their scarred emotional pasts.
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A nd now  in Missoula, M ontana, as a graduate student in  Environmental 
Studies, I have attem pted to dig deeply in a short, bu t intense, two-year study of 
W estern environm ental issues.
But mostly I claim to be an avid listener. This requires no regional 
boundaries or history, just plain and simple respect for those that have come 
before, both hum an and non-hum an, and those that will come after.
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ONE
As M ontana novelist A.B. Guthrie and others have observed, w e have a 
proclivity to kill the thing we love. Trappers and beaver, settlers and  w ild 
country, hum ans and wolves all represent this predatory cycle that w e seem to 
repeat again and again. I fs  like farm  after farm  deep drilling for pure, sweet 
aquifer water, flooding their land until their wells run  dry. It's a true paradox; we 
excessively take w hat we need and love, and  think our greed can last forever. In 
O f Wolves And Men, Barry Lopez explores our love-hate relationship w ith nature.
It appears that the wolf, Canis lupus, began to develop as a specialized 
genus of cursorial, or hunt-by-chasing, carnivore some 60 million years ago in the 
Paleocene. By 20 million years ago the dog and cat carnivores had become 
distinct, and by 1 million years ago the genus Canis had emerged. By ten 
thousand years ago hum ans had domesticated and befriended their first animal, 
w ho is now  officially called Canis lupus familiaris, the dog. 'M an's best friend ' was 
sired by a wolf.
Ever since then our European and Euro-American attitudes about wolves 
have been colored, no blackened, by half-truths and misconceptions. As 
predators, wolves started clashing w ith hum ans during the daw n of agriculture 
— the hunter-gatherers d idn 't perceive the wolf as a competitor. From agriculture 
comes a whole new  concept: the animal as property. A nd so w hen sheep and 
cattle became domesticated some 8,000 and 7,000 years ago, we felt a need to 
protect that "property". But we also felt an obligation to protect those innocent 
creatures unable to defend themselves against the killer wolf. It was retribution 
for righteousness sake: a tw isted Judaic "eye for an eye", a m oral right to defend 
those unable to avenge for themselves. And so we killed to protect.
As anthropocentric religion m ade its way into hum an consciousness, the 
belief that animals w ere p u t on earth for our dom inion was now  sanctified by 
some of them. It was now  morally right to kill wolves, and we Europeans had  the 
European and M iddle Eastern religious institutions to back us up. A growing 
collection of m yths and stories reinforced these beliefs.
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The M iddle Ages in particular are rich in folklore and literature about the 
wolf. M any of our present day attitudes about wolves are inherited from  this 
tim e, characterized by Lopez as a period of confusion, superstition, depression, 
and  anger.
In D ante's Divina commedia, published in 1481, the wolf appears as a 
symbol of greed and fraud. The commedia has been called, "one of the oldest and 
m ost durable associations in its [the w olfs] history." In the eighth circle of Hell, 
D ante finds those condem ned for "the sins of the wolf": seducers and hypocrites, 
magicians, thieves, and liars.
Some of the M iddle Age fear and ioathing against wolves is 
understandable. Lopez writes:
The wolf threatened a peasanf s spiritual w orld by exhum ing 
bodies, and hungry wolves standing in stark tableaus on piles of the dead 
during the Black Plague were a chilling rem inder of w hat little separated 
peasants from a life of scavenging.
The m edieval m ind was obsessed w ith images of wolves. Belief in 
werewolves was common, famine was called 'the wolf', and greedy landlords 
were 'wolves'. The medieval age is a watershed in understanding the roots of 
wolf imagery.
This Middle Ages fear and loathing of wolves in Europe then sailed across 
the Atlantic in the m inds of our early settlers. With a firm  purpose, m andated by 
God for some, these pioneers set out to simultaneously clear the land of trees and 
game. They did a pretty good job.
Carolyn M erchant says in Ecological Revolutions that by 1800 m ost "game" 
anim al num bers in colonial America had  dw indled, vanishing almost completely 
by m id-century. As the deer, moose, and caribou populations on which the wolf 
preyed decreased, the wolves attacked cattle and sheep. Bounties soon took care 
of the wolf population. The last wolf in Connecticut was killed in 1837, and in 
N ew  Ham pshire in 1887. Wolves disappeared from Maine in 1909.
The wagons rolled west.
"By the time the settlers reached the edge of the Great Plains," Lopez says, 
"they could turn and see behind them a virtually wolfless track, hundreds of 
miles w ide, that stretched all the way back to the Atlantic seaboard."
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On the plains, wolf slaughter reached its peak from  1875-1895. Enticed by 
high prices for pelts, substantial state and local bounties, and the possibility of 
being hired as wolf killers, or "wolfers", by eager ranchers, thousands of m en 
rode the plains w ith strychnine-laced meat. Lines of poisoned m eat as long as 150 
miles were laid down. Some even shot small birds and pasted a thin line of 
strychnine solution under the skin at the breast bone, and  then scattered this 
deceptive bait over the prairie. Everything that ate the m eat and  handled these 
birds died: ranch dogs, cattle, wolves, and sometimes, children.
The holocaust spread west w ith clear calls of M anifest Destiny, increased 
bounties, and  larger cattle operations. Wolves started killing cattle w hen another 
of their prey, the bison, was w iped out. But this rapidly expanding cattle 
industry  also had  to contend with weather, disease, and fluctuating beef prices. 
More and more, however, the cattlemen blamed their economic shortfalls on the 
wolf. They couldn 't control storms or beef prices or prevent hoof and m outh 
disease, b u t they could kill wolves.
In M ontana alone, 80,730 wolves were slaughtered between 1883 and 1918. 
But they d id n 't just shoot them. Lopez describes a story of a female wolf caught 
in a steel trap in 1894. The two trappers approached the wolf on horseback and 
then, one trapper wrote, "We each threw a lasso over the neck of the doom ed 
wolf, and strained our horses in opposite directions until the blood burst from 
her m outh, her eyes glazed, her limbs stiffened and then fell limp."
Canada has killed its share of wolves, m ounting some of the m ost 
intensive wolf-control program s in history. It is a history little better than their 
neighbors to the south.
In the 1950's the caribou population in northern Canada was declining 
due to a reason accepted by all: excessive hum an hunting. But because the 
situation w as critical, it was decided that huge num bers of wolves w ould  be 
"rem oved." Between 1951 and 1961,17,500 wolves were poisoned. Because 
poison bait w as spread all over northern parts of Canada, 496 red fox, 105 Arctic 
fox, and 385 wolverines were also killed. The program  was stopped as caribou 
herds recovered.
In southern Canada, as more wolves came dow n from the north, due to 
the same thinning caribou herds, A lberta's Veterinary Services Branch decided 
an  anti-rabies campaign was needed to protect people against possibly rabid
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wolves. The result was that strychnine pellets, cyanide cartridges, and sodium  
fluoroacetate (the deadly "1080" poison outlaw ed in the U.S., b u t not in Canada 
or Mexico) were distributed freely. There is no record of how  m any wolves w ere 
killed in  addition to the slaughter of 246,800 coyotes, bu t only one rabid w olf w as 
diagnosed in  the eight years of the program.
Canadian bounty hunting has also been popular. Between 1935 and  1955, 
about tw enty thousand wolves were bountied in British Columbia; between 1942 
and 1955 about twelve thousand in Alberta; and between 1947 and 1971 about 
thirty-three thousand in Ontario.
Canada got out of these eradication program s quickly, though, allowing 
lowered wolf populations to recover. That's the Canadian pattern. Today, wolf 
num bers in Canada seem fairly healthy: there are four thousand in Alberta alone. 
This is partly  due to stopping the eradication quickly, partly  to the more 
extensive w ild areas in Canada that serve as habitat for wolves while affording 
them  protection from hum an contact.
♦ ♦ ♦
The prevailing view implies that only our species can have any 
sort of conscious awareness, or that, should animals have 
mental experiences, they m ust be identical w ith ours, since 
there can be no other kind. It is this conceit which is truly 
anthropomorphic.
Donald Griffin, cited by M ary M idgley in  Animals 
and VJhy They Matter
In researching how  other cultures related to their predators, one essay in 
particular that caught m y attention was Elizabeth M arshall Thom as', 'T h e  O ld 
W ay", in the October 15,1990, The New Yorker.
Thomas talks about how  the people in the Kalahari Desert have changed 
in the past thirty years, and how the lions there have changed even more. She 
says that in the past, there was some sort of natural dynam ic that w as w orked 
out over time between the Bushman in the Kalahari Desert and the lions, and 
that this dynam ic changed. She suggests that during this short time span of thirty 
years, the lions of "the old way" — a cooperative, flexible interchange betw een
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lion and  hum an — w ould still be alive and could have taught the younger lions 
about the old ways. This didn^’t happen. A nd it w as certainly too short a time for 
genetic inform ation about the "new ways" to be passed down.
So w hat were the reasons, how did it happen? Lion reasons. That there 
could be som ething called "lion reasons" is not w idely accepted, she says, bu t 
she asserts that it is cultural means, and not genetic coding, that has been the 
transm itter of the behavioral change.
Thomas talks about the relationship that the Bushman, specifically the 
Juwasi, had, and  have, w ith lions. She defines "cultural m eans" m ore specifically, 
citing experience, thought, feelings, and education, as ways in w hich cultural 
change is transmitted. It is fascinating, and I think relevant to w hat I'm  trying to 
say about our relationship w ith wolves, because the Juwasi and the other living 
things evolved successfully, i.e., w ith balance, together on this d ry  African 
savanna. The ecosystem absorbed the impact of this only prim ate on the savanna, 
the Juwasi, as it absorbed the impact of the larger predators, the lions.
The Juwasi were not herdsm en, they were hunter gatherers, and in  fact 
got m ore of their sustenance through gathering than by hunting. W hen the 
Juwasi d id  hunt, they hunted similar species and in similar w ays to the lions. 
They even robbed each other of kills. They were in competition w ith  one another, 
yet diey both knew — both people and lions knew Thomas says — that to destroy 
the other was not in keeping w ith this cultural and ecological relationship that 
had  carefully evolved over thousands of years. To the Juwasi, these lions were 
not dangerous: they had no fear that they w ould be attacked.
But the people, the culture, and the lions w ere different in the Bantu's 
case. The Bantu people kept cattle. Thomas says, "At these cattle posts, lions 
hunted  cattle, and people hunted lions, bu t one of the Juwa hunters explained 
the situation by saying. T h a t's  only at the cattle posts. The lions around here 
d o n 't harm  people. W here lions kill cattle and m en shoot at them, the lions are 
dangerous. W here lions aren 't hunted, they aren 't dangerous. As for us, we live 
in peace w ith them.' "
Thomas asserts that this truce between the Juwasi and the lions w as two- 
way. It w as not just because of the people's attitudes that the truce worked. It 
w as because of the lion's attitudes too. Certainly the Bushm an's regard of the lion 
w as felt by the large predator: the Bushman showed no fear, their bows were 
small and their arrows small and poison-tipped, certainly no defense against the 
huge lions. (It w ould take several days to kill a lion who had been pierced by the
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poison; in the meantim e the hunter w ould be in considerable danger.) The 
Bushm an carried no shields either, shields being signs of expecting trouble.
The East African pastoralists on the other hand, the Bantu, carried 
form idable nine-foot spears to test their m anhood against the lions. A nd the 
w arring lion-hunting Masai carried enormous shields, again, show ing that they 
w ere expecting trouble from the lions. Thomas infers that the lions felt this fear 
and responded accordingly.
The Juwasi Bushman were not killers, were not w arring peoples, they 
were hunters, providing sustenance for their families. Conflict is not in  the best 
interest of a species. It can result in injury, and death. The Bushman knew  this, 
and  the lions knew  this.
A study  m ade by Thomas' brother and a colleague, Claire Ritchie, to 
determ ine the cause of death am ong Juwa Bushman, showed only one death, 
am ong fifteen hundred recalled, caused by a lion. That one victim w as a young 
Juwa girl w ho was a paraplegic. Thomas suggests that her different w ay of 
m oving — slow, uneven, and  low  to the ground — caused the lions to perceive her 
differently than the other able-bodied humans.
A nd no lions had been killed by a Bushman. Thomas offers that the lions 
kept their end of the truce by keeping out of the Bushm an's way; the lions gave 
the Bushman no cause to harm  them. Why? No one really knows, no one really 
understands.
'T h e  truce w as simply taken for granted," Thomas says, "as m ost 
situations involving animals are sim ply taken for granted. Animals are assum ed 
to be static in  nature. So even today, w ith both the hum an and the animal 
populations stressed and dam aged, few people realize the difference between 
how  things are now  and how  things once were."
W olves' relationship w ith hum ans goes back "forever", says Dan Flores, 
an environm ental historian. The w olfs direct ancestor, Canis sp., evolved over 
one million years ago, and so as a fellow predator that we both im itated and 
com peted w ith, our contact w ith the wolf indeed goes back as far as Flores 
intimates.
It w ould be intriguing to speculate w hat kind of w o lf/hum an  relationship 
m ay have been produced, one that lasted m ainly in a spirit of cooperation, for 
that period of time.
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But I w ant to speculate more on our contem porary relationship w ith the 
wolf using Thomas' essay as the basis. This means, one, w hat the native people's 
relationship w as and how  it has evolved — how  that past relationship shapes the 
relationship today — and two, w hat our Euroamerican relationship to wolves w as 
historically, and how  that past relationship shapes our attitude today.
M ost Native Americans respected the wolf's abilities as a hunter, holding 
in high esteem the wolf's prowess in securing game, its stam ina, and  the w ay it 
m oved silently and smoothly across the landscape. H unters im itated the wolf's 
cunning and  stealth, donning wolf pelts to belly across the ridges in search of 
game. The Pawnee were particularly adept at this practice, not only physically 
im itating the wolf, bu t in an almost mystical sense, becoming the Wolf. The 
Pawnee scout or hunter's wolf skin was the outw ard sign of a inw ard 
transformation: his hum an spirit became Wolf Spirit, and there are stories of 
these scouts passing through the heart of enemy camps in daylight w ithout being 
seen.
Wolves also shared a strong sense of family and community, like native 
tribes. Similar to the hunter who provided for his im m ediate family and the tribe 
as well, the wolf, too, provided for its family bu t also provided for other carrion 
eaters, such as the fox, coyote and raven. The wolf's howling was regarded as its 
w ay of communicating w ith the spirits, and the wolf was know n in m any tribes 
as a teacher and pathfinder. Clans took the wolf's nam e and  in turn adopted its 
medicine, em powering the clan as teachers sharing the secrets of W olf's 
know ledge and wisdom.
Before long winter journeys, the Cherokee w ould sing a wolf song and, 
after rubbing their feet with ashes, w ould move a few steps in im itation of the 
wolf, w ishing for the frostbite protection they knew the wolf's feet carried.
Although m ost native peoples placed no hierarchy in their high regard of 
the anim al w orld, the wolf was one of the animals assigned great cosmological 
significance — along w ith the bear, eagle, and lion. This was not because they 
were the "best" animals, but because the hunting qualities each of these anim als 
possessed were held in such high regard by native hunters.
N ative Americans rarely killed wolves. W hen they d id  — for getting into 
their fish traps or m eat caches, or attacking their horses -- the pelts were 
considered useful for lining parkas and as "good medicine" in ritual and
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ceremony, and  held in high esteem. Lopez recounts this story in O f Wolves and 
Men:
The Ahtena Indians of southern Alaska brought a wolf they 'd  killed into 
cam p on their shoulders, chanting: 'This is the chief, he is coming.' The 
dead  wolf w as taken inside a hut, where he was propped up  in a sitting 
position and a banquet meal was set before him  by a sham an. Each faniily 
in  the village contributed something. W hen it was felt the wolf had  eaten 
all he w anted, the men ate w hat was left.
Long ago, our white culture m ight have also believed the w olf's powers. 
We have been w eakened in our ability to assign similar spiritual and universal 
qualities to animals that we assign ourselves. There is still time.
But it will be hard. O ur Euroamerican culture's attitude about wolves 
came directly from the European experience, and that experience was heavily 
distorted w ith religion, fallacy, and superstition. The wolf that w as im agined 
then took on immense proportions, distinctly different than the im agined 
sham an-hunter wolf of the Native American, or the imagined vicious killer wolf 
of some ranchers, though the roots of the rancher's wolf came directly from 
Europe.
I've already m entioned the wolf hunts, the tw isted literary analogies, and 
the crushing ignorance towards wolves during the M iddle Ages. It's a huge 
generalization, bu t m ost Europeans' relationship w ith the wolf w as diametrically 
opposed to the Native American's, and it seems that a relationship w ith an 
anim al is directly related to relationship with land. M ost Native Americans' 
relationship with land was direct, sustaining, respectful, and I think I can say 
w ith some am ount of accuracy that the European's — and then coming across the 
Atlantic, the American pioneer's — relationship w ith the land w as at least colored 
by attitudes of control, domination, and waste.
Animals, and wolves, were a part of this landscape that both N ative and 
whites affected. I can only imagine w hat the wolves of the Native Am erican's 
culture "felt" for these people around them whose attitude reflected a care and 
respect for the land and the creatures that lived on it. Possibly similar to the lions 
and the Juwasi, the wolves and natives in this cultural transm ission tha t Thomas 
refers to m ay have developed a kind of subtle cooperative understanding 
betw een them.
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Some Eskimos w ere asked w hat they w ould do about wolves if they w ere 
raising reindeer. W ould they kill all the wolves? No, was the Eskimos response, 
"We know  it w ouldn 't go one hundred percent for us."
I im agine how  the wolf's feelings, behavior, m ust have som ehow  changed 
w hen the whites came, poisoning them, shooting them, m utilating them. It 
w ould have to be, in  the context of Thomas' essay, a radical change of culturally- 
related behavior in wolves tow ards people. We have just started to study wolf 
behavior, and still know  very little, so it's hard to even conjecture about w hat 
kind of behavioral, even cultural, change wolves have m ade in the past three 
hundred  years since w e've starting eradicating their species from  the east to west 
coast of N orth  America.
But it's m y conjecture that wolves today m ight have at least two qualities 
that are different than their predecessors of three hundred  years ago. First, since 
contact w ith hum ans has increased over that time, I w ould imagine wolves to be 
more wary. To carry this a little further, I can imagine a lone wolf, one that 
m anaged to escape being poisoned by the strychnine-laced buffalo carcasses, 
watching as its pack members retched and w rithed on the grassy plains. It w ould 
see a slow, tortuous death, and w onder in its own w ay w hy this buffalo, which 
always had given them strength and sustenance, had  caused such great misery.
Or it m ight have caught the hum an smell on the dead buffalo carcass from 
the wolfer inserting the needle of strychnine. Having sensed that same smell 
w hen it came across another wolf whining and bleeding, whose paw  had  been 
snapped shut in a trap, the observer wolf m ight have known that the smell of 
these hum ans was the smell of death.
This wariness about hum ans was not enough, however, for the hum an 
packs of U.S. government sponsored wolfers, and m ost died. N ow  w ith the 
wolfers gone, m any of "our" wolves here today in the northern Rockies have 
come dow n from Canada, possibly inticed by increasing prey num bers across the 
border. O nly in the past dozen years have wolves allowed themselves to venture 
south again, across into the States where the scent of hundred year old dens and 
rendezvous sites lingers ever so faintly, and drifts into the wolf's deep vaults of 
ancient memory.
I think this wariness, if it is true, is positive thing for wolves today. It 
keeps them  at a distance from humans, for our contem porary Euroam erican 
culture has clearly shown that it is the wolf's w orst enemy.
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This kind of talking about wolves is pure conjecture, and  pure fantasy in 
som e ways. But really it is no further out in the philosophical universe than lions 
respecting the long truce between themselves and the Juwasi.
So I will say that in this on-going, changing relationship of hum ans and 
wolves tha t wolves have their part in it. That there are reasons besides 
evolutionary adaptation. That there are wolf reasons for change too.
The second behavioral quality of wolves that m ight have changed in the 
past three hundred  years is their tenacity. I see these recent generations of wolves 
that have come south from Canada as adventurous, bold, and extremely anxious 
to regain a foothold into old home territory. This is evidenced by dispersers, 
traveling out of the necessity to form their own pack, like the first female w olf in 
the Ninem ile Valley who crossed a reservoir, high ridges, and ranches 
determ ined to get into that valley; by the confirmation of one of those Ninem ile 
wolves finally m aking into the Yellowstone Ecosystem, a distance from the 
Ninem ile of over 260 miles as the wolf lopes, though this is not remarkable: 
wolves have dispersed over even longer distances as recorded by the W olf 
Ecology Project
They seem to even enjoy it — for w hat reasons we d o n 't know. The reasons 
for their coming back m ight very well be pure wolf biology. But it m ight be for 
other reasons too. Wolf reasons.
N ow , thanks in part to the Endangered Species Act (ESA) that has offered 
some protection for wolves — one m ight say that the ESA has been part of a truce 
called here in this country between wolves and hum ans, and is indeed a cultural 
change — wolf numbers seem to be reaching a critical mass, at least in the N orth  
Fork valley. There are sixteen to eighteen wolves in both the N orth  and South 
Camas packs on the w est side of Glacier Park in the N orth Fork, which could 
meari a high num ber of dispersing wolves this spring; a new wolf pack has been 
form ed on the Rocky M ountain Front — on a ranch — near Augusta, M ontana; 
and a "new" male has shown up  in the Ninemile Valley, possibly replacing the 
form er Alpha male w ho has left the valley w ith five other pack members.
The ESA was the key to stopping 1080 poisoning, and the beginning of the 
end to the unlim ited and unw arranted killing of predators in the West. The 
significance is great; wolves are slowly starting to recover in the N orthern  
Rockies, a clear example of how  laws can shape an individual's attitude and
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behavior. But have attitudes really changed on a deep, and I have to say this, level 
of the psyche, or is it all surface change, a thin veneer that covers old ugly wood? 
If the wolf is ever delisted. I 'm  not sure we w ould see any change in attitudes: it 
m ight be business as usual, wolves as "varm ints", blown aw ay indiscriminately 
on sight. Renée Askins, of The Wolf Fund, says we are "still trapped  in the dark 
ages of greed-driven, hum an-driven actions", and I w onder if this is just an ugly 
side of our hum an nature that refuses to be erased.
♦ ♦ ♦
One of the ways in which hum ans are helping wolves retu rn  m ight be a 
"biophilia" connection, defined by E.O. Wilson in The Biophilia Hypothesis, as 
"...the innately emotional affiliation of hum an beings to other living organism s." 
Reading The Biophilia Hypothesis, edited by Wilson and Stephen Kellert, sends 
chills up  m y spine: this theory about our connection to the natural w orld, if true, 
has trem endous implications for the necessity of preserving w ildlands and 
therefore the wildlife that depends and lives on that land. Biophilia m ay be the 
hum an/an im al connection and in fact goes beyond hum an/an im al to 
h u m an /w ild  connection. Our relation to wild things, to the energy pulsing 
through every atom, is of param ount importance. It is w hat keeps us alive in the 
truest sense, as the animal that we are.
W ilson and Kellert go beyond "need" for a reason to be connected to the 
earth: it is necessity, a biological survival tool. This connection is not a m atter of 
choice, bu t an essential ingredient of our biological m akeup. Kellert says the 
biophilia tendency is, "regarded not as an instinct but as a cluster of learning 
rules...". It is a m andatory realization that our very lives, the heart and soul of 
our lives, depends on the rest of creation. Then, the biophilia hypothesis goes, 
one takes à look at the w ay in which biodiversity is threatened, the w ay in  which 
species are going extinct at astounding rates. The result is the draining of our 
lifeblood, w ith the hum an species in need of a transfusion to keep us alive.
Maybe w e are already getting that transfusion, that blood. However, 
though it is able to do the job and keep us tem porarily going, the blood is no t our 
own.
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Kellert and W ilson and others (Paul Shepard) say that this transfusion is 
ersatz lifeblood. It is m odem  societies penchant for zoos, pets, and  indoor 
apartm ent plants. We are moving from experiencing the real w ild to 
experiencing a very flaccid imitation that we believe is the real thing. But w e are 
being fooled.
Paul Shepard says in "On Animal Friends", an essay in The Biophilia 
Hypothesis, that w ild animals are not our friends. We shou ldn 't b lur the 
distinctions between us, like we have domestic animals, especially the dog and 
cat, w ho Shepard refers to as "denatured goofies". Shepard believes we need our 
connection to wild animals, but a connection, that recognizes differences, in order 
to insure our psychological, emotional, and physiological wholeness. We are 
fragm ented and less whole w ithout the wild, and  the substitutes ~  zoos, pets, 
dom esticated animals — are weak substitutes at best. At w orst they do irreparable 
harm  to our psyches by fooling us into thinking and feeling that they, these 
substitutes, are the connection we need to wildness.
A nd so the wolf m ight be one essence that strongly represents this need to 
be connected to wildness.
Leopold referred to this central aesthetic of animals in the landscape 
as its 'num enon', its focus of meaning, in contrast to m erely the 
'phenom enon' of a static and lifeless environment. This essential 
aesthetic is perhaps w hat George Schaller recognized in  his 
reference to the Himalayas as 'stones of silence' upon  discovering 
the near extirpation of its endemic caprid fauna — in contrast to 
Leopold's revelation of the wolf's role in the landscape as requiring 
one to 'think like a m ountain'. The animal in its contextual 
environm ent appears to confer upon its habitat vitality and 
animation, w hat Rolston has called the essential wildlife aesthetic of 
'spontaneity in motion.'
Stephen Kellert, in The Biophilia Hypothesis
I think that w hat Kellert is suggesting is that our environm ental ethic 
needs to be biocentric and  not just anthropocentric. The hum an role is necessary 
and vital to our understanding of, and functioning in, the natural world. But it 
should no t be regarded as the central role, the point around which all else 
revolves. The sphere, the circle, is larger, and hum ans are bu t a do t on it.
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I w an t to try  to answer some of these questions — of w hy we still feel so 
passionately about the wolf, of w hy we are connected (or not connected) to the 
living w orld  — through the story of one wolf. It is a story that I believe reflects 
m any of the voices that speak to and through us about our relationship w ith the 
non-hum an world. It might, too, contain part of a new  mythology; this wolf 
certainly gained m ythic proportions in her long life. Wolf researchers called her 
the M atriarch.
She was the first wolf to den in the W estern United States in more than a 
half century. She littered at least three sets of pups in her lifetime; M ontana 
biologists say m ost of the wolves now  in the state are her descendants. They also 
say she Icept her nose clean': she had no record of livestock depredations or 
other conflicts w ith hum ans, a behavior typically passed on from m other to pups.
Nicknam ed Thyllis' by researchers, she was a distinctively creamy-white 
wolf, w andering in  and out of the G lacier/W aterton National Park protective 
boundaries for the past ten years, flirting w ith trappers, hunters and biologists. 
But they only caught her twice: once to collar her, once to shoot her. O n 
December 19,1992, she was shot and killed by a hunter in southw estern Alberta, 
Canada. She died tw enty miles outside the park boundary.
Because she w as in Canada w here there are presently no restrictions 
against hunting wolves, it was a legal killing.
It was a shot heard 'round the world.
19
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N ew s of Phyllis' killing m ade its w ay from researchers in M ontana, to 
Glacier Park officials, to the AP wire service to new spapers including The Los 
Angeles Times and  The British Tribune. Headlines ran  like this: "Predator H unter 
Kills W hite M atriarch", "M atriarch Downed in  Canada", and  "Canadian 
O utfitter Slays M atriarch". The stories treated the killing as a tragedy. This w as 
especially true in  The British Tribune:
A  Canadian predator hunter has shot and killed the first wolf to den 
in the W estern United States in more than half a century, shattering 
research efforts at wolf recovery in the States. A wolf w ith no history 
of livestock depredations or hum an conflict, she w as miles from any 
ranch. Because of their dwindling num bers, wolves are federally 
protected in the contiguous United States. But across the border in 
Canada, wolves are fair game and can be 3hot on sight.
I carried a three inch, .243 cartridge around in m y pocket for weeks after 
reading the new spaper article about Phyllis. It was the same type the hunter 
used. It was a constant rem inder of these sharp, steel-hard projectiles that twice 
ripped through her body. The first shot exploded through her hindquarters, 
blasting a hole the size of a grapefruit. She tumbled dow n a shallow hill-side, red 
blood pouring on w hite snow, white fur. The second shot was a t close range, 
through her chest, finishing her off.
I 'd  reach in m y pocket to get change and there she 'd  be. The m atriarch is 
gone. I wiU miss her.
This story is a journey towards understanding this wolf's life and death. I 
have heard  m any versions of the story: from the local and international m edia 
whose coverage d id  more harm  than good; from the Canadian Fish and Game 
D epartm ent who m ay have issued a kill order; from Piegan Indians w ho gave 
her food and shelter; fi-om the biologist who tracked her; from the hun ter who 
killed her.
So this is a story of voices.
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February 15,1993. The news articles had just come out, and  I call Glacier 
Park officials for m ore details. They refer m e to Jan Allen, a C anadian Fish and 
Gam e agent in  Fincher Creek, Alberta.
'I t 's  not a major issue," Allen growls a little defensively over the 
telephone, referring to how  m ost Canadians feel about the killing of one wolf. 
"V/e've  got four thousand wolves in Alberta alone. But the m edia sure m ade it 
out to be a big deal, and  let me tell you, the hunter is pissed off about it."
^T'm not a reporter, could I talk w ith the hunter? I just w ant to hear him  
out," I say.
'IVell, I guess," Allen says reluctantly. ''Tou seem like the type w ho 
w ould listen. Yeah, his name is Brent Sinclair".
February 18,1993.1 drive north  from Missoula to m eet Diane Boyd in 
Colum bia Falls, M ontana. I throw  m y gear in the back of Boyd's truck, and  climb 
in for the six hour drive northeast to Fincher Creek, Alberta. It is the hom e of 
Brent Sinclair, and although Diane and I have both briefly talked w ith Sinclair on 
the phone, we have never m et him. We are m aking the trip to talk w ith him  
further about the killing. There are still a lot of unansw ered questions.
Boyd has worked for the University of M ontana's Wolf Ecology Project as 
a wildlife biologist for the past fourteen years. She was one of the first to gather 
data about the w o lfs return to the western U.S., and is now  doing research on 
wolf dispersal —those wolves who break off from a pack to form  new  packs of 
their ow n — for her Ph.D. She has worked w ith the highly respected wolf 
biologist David Mech in Minnesota, she has trapped wolves for research in 
Canada and the northwestern U.S., and knows the location of alm ost every one 
of the sixty wolves now  in the state of Montana.
She also knew Phyllis better than anyone else. y
We check the road conditions at the Columbia Falls police station. "Bare 
and dry", the officer says of the roads on the east side of Glacier and  M arias Pass. 
Perfect.
N o sooner do we pass the city limits of Columbia Falls than  it starts 
snowing; heavy, wet stuff. By the time w e're at the south end of Glacier Park 
around Essex, forty miles from Columbia Falls, the roads have six inches of fresh, 
w et snow. Diane and I look at each other. "Bare and dry" we say to each other, 
laughing at the Columbia Falls P.D. and the prospect of five hours of blizzard-
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driving. But Diane confidently four wheel drives our w ay through it, and talks of 
som e of the questions she wants answered by Sinclair.
The wolf is her passion and it's obvious: yellow-eyed wolves art-draw n on 
her black sweatshirt; her conversations roving constantly around wolf behavior, 
w olf sightings, wolf recovery. But the clearest sign is the em pathy in her voice, 
the full light in her sea-green eyes, w hen she talks about wolves. A nd especially 
w hen she talks about Phyllis.
Diane tells me that Phyllis was bom  in April, 1982, probably somewhere 
deep in  the w oods of southern British Columbia or Alberta. N o wolves were 
know n to have been bom  in the w estem  U.S. for over fifty years, so it's  safe to 
say Phyllis w as Canadian bom.
The dom inant male and female of a pack, the Alpha pair, have one litter a 
year. They breed sometime in February or March, and sixty-three days later, 
usually in April or May, the pups are bom . Litter size can range from  one to 
thirteen pups; the size is related to the availability of game and to the density of 
wolves in an area — the more wolves, the more competition, the smaller the litter. 
N orm ally four to six pups are bom.
A lot die. M ortality rates can be as high as 60 percent due to scarcity of 
food, disease, or fighting am ong each other.
"But Phyllis lived," Diane says, "probably a combination of luck and skill 
that she seemed to carry all her life."
I like to imagine PhyUis' parents, an Alpha pair, and the rest of the pack 
that assists in rearing the pups, during that early time of feeding and then 
teaching them  to kill. Far from ranches of cattle and sheep, deer, elk and moose 
w ould be their major prey. I imagine the older wolves — pups anxiously looking 
on — tearing into a fresh kill, nuzzling the steaming w arm  meat. Wolves are 
thought to im print place and behavior early in their lives, and  because Phyllis 
had  no record of livestock depredation, I see her im printing the way of the wild.
By the time pups are five to ten m onths old, their m ortality rate drops to 
about 45 percent, and by the time they're sexually m ature — usually at two for 
females and sometimes not until three years for males — they have a survival rate 
of 80 percent. Disease and injury take their toll, bu t adult wolves have no non­
hum an predators besides an occasional bear or cougar, and in the w ild m ay 
survive for eight or nine years. "A real exceptional wolf m ight live to be thirteen 
or fourteen," Diane says, and peers hard  at the road, through the thick snow.
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As Phyllis got older, I imagine the white w olf's elders teaching her 
another lesson: how  to avoid trap lines. Although trappers still use leg hold 
traps, they are now  w ithout teeth, as toothed traps were outlaw ed in C anada (but 
not the U.S.) over fifteen years ago. Trappers also use noose snares, a steel cable 
that causes death by strangulation. Diane says researchers in the U.S. have 
m odified the old hunter's trap — a 5 1 /4  pound toothed trap, the N ew house #14 
— by offsetting the toothed jaws, making these leg hold traps relatively harmless 
to the wolf.
This research trap is based on the original design by Sewell N ew house in 
1843. N ew house w as convinced that those early traps w ent along w ith axes and 
rifles as tools of civilization, and says in his Trappers Guide that the trap  causes 
the wolf to give w ay "to the wheatfield, the library, and the piano."
Diane stops talking, as the truck bends a snowy curve, and it slides to the 
steep outside shoulder. There is no guard rail. Diane reacts, and  doubles-back the 
steering wheel bringing us in line again. We glance at each other. Bare and dry.
In M ay of 1985, at the age of three, Phyllis was caught for the first and 
only time in British Columbia, just north of Glacier Park.
"Fortunately for her — and here's where her luck first appears," Diane 
adds, smiling, "it was a research snare designed to hold its prey w ith little harm. 
In fact, it w as a foot snare for bears." The bear researchers who found her p u t a 
wolf radio-collar on her that they just happened to acquire up  the road from  the 
snare — at Diane's cabin. (She was not home at the time.) "They were not looking 
for wolves," Diane says.
Researchers could now  trace the wolf's steps, and soon discovered a 
m onth-old litter of pups, her first, in this same area of British Columbia north  of 
the park.
Phyllis had established herself as the Alpha female of her ow n pack, and  
Diane says she m ay have stum bled on the trap while out w ith other pack 
m em bers searching for food. Wolf pups sometimes require three times as m uch 
protein as their parents do. The fresh m eat in the bear trap m ay have enticed her, 
or m aybe it w as just camouflaged well and she stepped into it. W hatever the 
reason, she learned her lesson well.
Mike Fairchild, another biologist for the Wolf Ecology Project, and  a 
m em ber of the team  that first tracked her, said they never caught her again — and 
not for lack of trying. Fairchild once set a series of three cam ouflaged research 
traps in shallow holes along a mile-and-a-half stretch of road. Phyllis was know n
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to be in  the area, and  there was strong circumstantial evidence tha t she excavated 
all three of these traps w ithout setting any off.
Phyllis started to gain a reputation as curious and elusive, w ith a tinge of 
the mystical that's been assigned in the past to other elusive, w ary wolves, m any 
of w hich were, curiously, white: the Snowdrift Wolf of Judith  Basin, the Ghost 
W olf of the Little Rockies.
"She m aintained her status as Alpha female," Diane tells me, "and her 
pups form ed w hat we called the Magic Pack. That's w hen we nam ed her 
T hyllis ', b u t scientifically she was num bered 8550: '85' for the year they collared 
. her, the '50's, assigned to females."
In 1986 she denned near the N orth Fork of the Flathead River on the w est 
side of Glacier and gave birth to her second litter of pups. This second litter m ade 
history, thought to be the first in Glacier Park — indeed, in  the W estern United 
States — in over fifty years.
In 1988 she m oved back into British Columbia w here she raised her third 
litter. Some of her pups dispersed across bodies of w ater— one m ay have swam  
across H ungry  Horse Reservoir — some of whom  trotted up  and over the nine 
thousand foot Mission M ountains, or loped through cow-infested ranches, wisely 
looking the other way, possibly to reestablish ancestral dens and hunting 
grounds.
"After her third litter, her radio collar failed," Diane says.
Sometimes I imagine collared wolves slipping the collars over their necks 
w ith  their paws, like an executive frantically pulling off his necktie at the end of 
the day, freeing himself from the civilizing yoke.
D uring the w inters of 1989-1992 there were constant reports of a w hite 
wolf running w ith at least two other wolves near a m inim um  security cam p in 
southern Alberta. Phyllis was close to ten years old w hen she w as killed in 1992.
"So Phyllis w as special", Diane continues, as we head up  and over 5200 
foot M arias Pass. The snow  has stopped but the w ind is strong, swaying Diane's 
p ickup from side to side.
"Phyllis was only trapped that one time, we just couldn 't get our hands on 
her, and  that was probably part of the attraction. She was giving us tons of 
inform ation on denning habits, pack behavior, and travel that researchers never 
had. You have to remember, she was the first Alpha female ever radio-collared 
out W est, so tracking her was extremely important. We saw her a couple of times
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from  the air, bu t almost never from the ground. She w as pretty  m ysterious, so all 
those sightings a t the m inim um  security camp in her later years kind of puzzle
me."
Diane looks to her left as we drive past the eastern peaks of Glacier Park, 
glow ing a soft vermilion in the d a / s  rem aining light.
"Vfe've  spotted wolves in that m eadow, between those two highest 
peaks," Diane points through the w indshield, distracted momentarily.
I peer out, imagining the m eadow  dotted here and there w ith loping gray, 
black, or w hite shapes. I can see Phyllis — and w ith Diane I can 't help calling 8550 
by this nam e — her w hite fur blending well with the snowdrifts of log stum ps 
and stunted pines of this harsh winter place, leading her pack across this 
m eadow  in  search of an elk dinner.
"You know  I never trapped Phyllis," Diane says, "but I've trapped quite a 
few  other wolves, and a kind of strange thing always happens before I go out to 
check the traps."
The road along this northeastern side of Glacier Park is a ribbon of curves, 
and  w e hear the tires crunching coldly as Diane slows the truck through the ice.
'1  have these dream s the night before I go out to trap," Boyd continues. '1 
dream  that I trap a wolf, and sometimes I dream  everything — the color and sex 
of the wolf, the situation and habitat — and the next day I check the traps and I 
find the w olf I've dream t about. N ow  there are nights before w hen I d o n 't dream , 
and w e get a wolf. But every time I do dream , a wolf is there. It's like I 'm  living 
out the dreams."
Diane pulls the truck over and shuts it off. We get out and try to stretch 
the road miles off. It works for the moment, and we see last light illumine 9080 
foot Chief M ountain on the northeastern edge of the Park. The flat-topped 
m ountain has for centuries been an im portant vision quest site for the Blackfeet 
and  other tribes. It continues to be a sacred site, and as we watch the scarlet light 
steal from  the upperm ost points of Chief M ountain, silence falls, ringing w ith 
those vision ghosts.
Diane is on a roll now, and she doesn 't even drink coffee. Maybe it's  that 
one p ound  bag of M&M's that has been shrinking on the seat next to her.
"But I w asn 't talking about dream s, I was talking about Phyllis. The one 
thing I need to do is reconcile the elusiveness of Phyllis w ith all the sightings 
reported  at the M inim um  Security Camp in Newcastle."
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Diane is laughing now, throwing her head back, slapping her gloved 
hands on her thighs. "I mean, those guys at the camp spotted her all the time in 
the w inter. A nd w e barely got to see her dow n here."
Diane was puzzled that Sinclair shot her because she supposedly bothered 
people.
"W e'll have to check that out," Diane says. "I never knew  Phyllis to get 
that close to people. Except for one time."
"That one time I got dose to her, actually, that she got dose to me," Diane 
continues, "was one early morning at my cabin." Diane is looking a t Chief 
M ountain, recalling her ow n "vision".
"I w ent outside to grab some firewood and there she was, in an open field 
coming tow ards m y cabin, I knew it was Phyllis, because I could see that dark 
radio collar on this white wolf. I grabbed m y receiver. W e knew  Phyllis' collar 
had  stopped working by this point, and  sure enough, no signal w as received. 
There w as no doubt it was her."
"Phyllis stopped in her tracks only twenty-five yards from  m y cabin. It 
seemed like we looked at each other for m inutes, it was probably only thirty 
seconds, bu t it was eye-to-eye, wolf to human."
Diane is facing Chief M ountain, staring, trance-like.
"A nd then Phyllis turned right around and followed her same tracks out 
of the field, w ent right back out the way she came in. W hat's strange about that is 
that I've h ad  wolves pass by my cabin on the way somewhere, I can see their 
tracks as they sw ing by, bu t it seems Phyllis w asn 't going anywhere. I feel she 
w alked in  close just to check us out. It was great, and it was kind of eerie too, 
part of her mystery. I never saw her that dose again."
Diane and I d im b back in the truck. W e're near the U.S. - Canadian 
border, bu t stUl a good three hours fi'om Pincher Creek.
A bald eagle sails the steel cold sky high above us, and we follow i t  up  the 
road in silence.
February 18,1993. We arrive at Jean and Dave Sheppard 's log house 
fifteen miles west of Pincher Creek at 7:30 that night. The Sheppards usher us 
into their w arm  hom e and imm ediately welcome us w ith a turkey dinner and 
trim m ings. Incredulous, Diane and I thank them, but the Sheppards insist they
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w ere having turkey dinner anyway this night, and w e just got lucky at our 
arrival date.
The Sheppards are acquaintances of D iane's, folks she m et at a wolf 
presentation she gave in  Pincher Creek in the fall of 1993. Dave is a retired 
teacher and activist. Executive Director of Castle Crown W ilderness Coalition. 
Jean is a m em ber of the Coalition, also, which has been fighting a proposed 
w inter resort developm ent planned in prim e habitat for cougars, elk, moose, and 
wolves.
Brent Sinclair has also been fighting the developm ent, and the Sheppards 
are acquainted w ith  Sinclair through the arduous hearings that have taken place. 
This will be home base for Diane and m e for the next three days. I can already 
feel the buzz in the air as I hear them talk about Sinclair's killing of Phyllis, as 
Diane and I attem pt to flush out more of the details behind Sinclair's, and other 
hunter's, motives.
They tell us that Sinclair w ants the wilderness area protected for the same 
reasons they do, habitat for wildlife, bu t w ith a different slant. W hile genuinely 
concerned about preservation of habitat, they tell us that Sinclair also has an eye 
on his outfitting business, leading people into that area to trophy hunt cougars, 
moose, elk, and  an occasional wolf.
Diane excuses herself from the table for a m om ent to call Sinclair and set 
up  a time to m eet w ith him. He knows w e're coming, bu t is out in the field a lot 
these days: the three m onth cougar huntiitg season has begun and w e'll need to 
talk w ith him  between tracking sessions. It's 8:30 p.m., and he's not home. The 
voice on the other end says he will be out tracking cougars tom orrow  m orning 
too, and  wiU be back later that day. We get the feeling that w e m ight be low  on 
his priority  list.
February 19,1993. Trailers. The Newcastle M inimum  Security Camp is a 
small set of old, bleakly tan trailers that look like they w ere dum ped in the 
m iddle of the Canadian outback. Phyllis was seen here over a span of three 
w inters, and it was just up  the road from the camp that she was killed. Diane and 
I have driven out here the next day in her cinnamon-red pickup, about tw enty 
miles southw est of Pincher Creek, following back roads, w inding through 
lodgepole and  aspen foothills, to see w hy this once elusive wolf came around 
here so much.
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W e drive up  to the first trailer we come to — it looks like it could be the 
office w ith  the Canadian flag w hipping at the flagpole — bu t no one is there. We 
drive around  some fuel tanks to a small parking area and park  by a sign:
'V isito rs Pari'; the last letters broken off by some errant driver or m ad inmate.
W e finally spot the trailer m arked "Office" and knock.
"It's op en /' is the reply from inside.
Two native Americans, both w ith long, straight black hair tied in 
ponytails, are sitting in  brow n metal chairs. One is wearing a black leather 
athletic jacket w ith "Redskins" stitched in red across the front and  back. The 
other leans on a desk, w ith a black baseball cap draw n tightly over his forehead. 
They stare a t us.
I quickly glance around the room and notice a bulletin board hanging 
above the desk. It's titled "Current Inmates" and has thirty or so snapshots of 
m en that look to be in their early to m id twenties. They are all w hite men.
"Hi," Diane speaks up, smiling, breaking the aw kw ard silence. "I'm  Diane 
Boyd w ith  the Wolf Ecology Project in M ontana, and this is Tom Youngblood- 
Petersen, a graduate student from the University of M ontana. W e know  there 
used to be a white wolf that hung around the camp here for a few w inters — the 
one that w as shot and  killed not too far from here last w inter — and we w ant to 
see if there is anyone around here that saw her or knows anything about her. Can 
you guys help us?"
The two men stir in their chairs and glance at one another. The guy behind 
the desk is the first to speak.
"I saw  her some, but he knows more about her than I do, " he offers, 
pointing to the other man. "But look, I gotta go. Gary can tell you about her if he 
w ants."
"So," Diane says turning to the man in the Redskins jacket, "did  you see 
this wolf a lot around here, or just sometimes — I m ean, we were tracking her, she 
had  a radio collar on, bu t it had  stopped working, so we really don 't know  m uch 
about her after 1988."
The m an has still not said a word. Diane and I had pretty  m uch juSt 
barged in their office unannounced and I was getting the feeling that w e were, 
justifiably, being checked out.
"Y..y..yeah, I...I saw that wolf quite a bit," the m an says stuttering, and I 
relax some, understanding his initial silence.
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"She...she was here during th..three winters; she k...kinda hung ou t w ith 
tw o p ..pretty  wild dogs that I h...had brought here." His voice is becoming m ore 
anim ated and as he looks up  at us I notice a shine in his eyes. H e liked the 
subject. After awhile, I no longer heard his stutter.
H e introduces himself as Gary M orning Bull. He and his colleague are 
m em bers of the Piegan tribe, a northern branch of the Blackfeet, w ho settled all 
along the Rocky M ountain Front of w hat is now  northern M ontana and southern 
Alberta. They w ork as counselors at the camp, contracted by the Alberta 
province from a counseling service the Piegans operate.
M orning Bull and some of the ôüier natives working at the camp saw  
Phyllis regularly, and at night would often leave her a bowl of scraps by the 
kitchen door. The scraps w ould always be gone in the m orning, b u t sometimes 
Phyllis w ou ldn 't be.
"W e'd see her right out there," M orning Bull opens the trailer door and 
points around the com er to a small building where their furnace is housed. "She 
w ould just be under the building, getting w arm  I guess. It was pretty neat to see 
her there. W e nam ed her Princess."
"W ow," Diane lit up  w hen she heard the name. "That's a real coincidence 
Gary. We nam ed her Phyllis, and the names are kind of similar."
M orning Bull and the other Piegan counselors w ould knock on the doors 
of the trailers, excited that the white wolf was around, w anting the inm ates to get 
a chance to see her. The inmates w ould come out to see the wolf w ith clubs in 
their hands.
M orning Bull shakes his head. "I don 't know if they w ere a..a..afraid or 
what. W e never had any problems w ith her. I just thought they 'd  w ant to see 
her."
M orning Bull offers to show Diane and me a few m ore places where 
Phyllis w as regularly seen. We walk across the road from the camp through a 
field w ith an old sign tacked to a fence: "Ball Park". M orning Bull explains to us 
that on the other side of the inmates softball field is a sweat lodge that he and the 
other native counselors built.
"W e'd come back after a sweat to see if everything w as all right, and there 
she 'd  be, curled up  in the sweat on our blankets. She never bothered us, she 'd  
just jum p u p  and run  when she'd  see us. W e'd find her there a lot."
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'T-et m e show you this storage shed over here/' M orning Bull points to a 
sm all corrugated steel shed. "W e'd see her in there a lot too."
W e shuffle through the foot-high snow over to the shed and peer in. It's 
em pty except for two pieces of heavy chain hanging on a wall and three blankets 
stacked in  a com er. M orning Bull gestures inside.
"She was in  here quite a bit. So much, in fact, that w e got to p roppin ' the 
door open for her and leaving some of those blankets on the floor for her. I guess 
it got her out of the wind. You say she was getting pretty  old then?"
Diane is shaking her head and smiling, and I sense she is am azed, not only 
at the m ore domestic changes in Phyllis, bu t a t the care that these guys gave to 
her, that there were others who felt as deeply about Phyllis as she did.
"Yeah, she w as probably eight years old during that first w inter you saw  
her," Diane says, "which is getting up  there for a wolf. But it looks like you guys 
helped  extend her years a little bit." Diane is laughing now, and M orning Bull for 
the first time allows a smile to crease his face.
As we walk back towards the camp. M orning Bull teUs us that although he 
knew  of no problem s w ith the wolf, the two dogs that she sometimes ran  w ith 
d id  get into some trouble. H e says the two dogs were part wolf, part Doberman, 
part G erm an shepherd and were pretty mean animals. M ore than once d id  the 
camp get calls from the Fish and Game Departm ent about complaints they 'd  
received from distraught campers at the Castle River Cam pground up  the road. 
A pparently Morning Bull's dogs w ould come across a cam per's pet dog, team up  
on it, and rip  it to shreds. Then the dogs upped the ante.
"The dogs w ent north of here a little ways," M orning Bull explains,
"pulled dow n a rancher's eight hundred pound steer and  killed it/ '
We all stop. Except for the w ind brushing snow  against our pantlegs, there 
is no sound.
"Was Phyllis w ith them  that day, was there evidence that she was a part of 
tha t killing?" she asks.
"No," M orning Bull replies, "1 think they pretty m uch caught the dogs in 
the act; no one saw  the white wolf around. But after that happened. Fish and 
Gam e told us w e'd  have to get rid  of those dogs. I think it w as soon after that the 
w olf was killed."
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'^Why was the wolf hanging around here?" Diane asks M orning Bull as we 
w alk up  to the trailer. ''W hy did  she come around in the winters?"
M orning Bull says maybe she felt some sort of m aternal instinct w hen she 
first m et those part wolf-dogs as pups. Or maybe as the dogs grew older they 
could do some hunting for her — he says they w ould find leg bones of deer and 
elk around  the camp sometimes. But m aybe she was just following deep instinct 
and  desire to return  to a place where her ancestors m ight have lived and  hunted  
decades ago. M orning Bull goes on and says that the M inim um  Security Cam p 
sits right on the site of one of the Piegan's sacred, ancestral hunting grounds.
"M y grandfather told me stories about hunting elk and deer here, and  his 
ancestors before him. The Piegans have hunted right in this area for centuries. 
A nd now ," M orning Bull adds, smiling again, "I am  here too." H e looks off into 
the pined foothills, narrowing his eyes as if seeing ancestral Piegan ghosts 
gliding through the trees in pursuit of game.
"Maybe Phyllis felt the same way," he says softly. "Maybe she felt an 
ancestral pull. Maybe she had wolf reasons."
February 20,1993.1 awake to w ind buffeting against the w indow s of the 
log house. The w ind always blows around Pincher Creek and this m orning is no 
exception. The Sheppards say today's w ind is not bad. They call it a light breeze.
Pincher Creek is on the front range of w hat we Americans like to call the 
N orthern  Rockies. But to Canadians, Pincher Creek is a part of the Central 
Rockies. Remember, they say, the Rockies still extend for another 1900 miles to 
the north. Pincher Creek has the Porcupine Range as part of the Rocky M ountain 
front north  of town — white w inter quills of granite jutting sharply in their youth  
— w hile M ount Blakiston, W aterton Lakes National Park 's highest peak a t 9581 
feet, is visible to the south. It is prairie meeting m ountains, and it is spectacular. 
In such picturesque places like this people tend to say, 'w e're in a postcard!'.
Like m ost front range places, the w ind blows, the air is clean, and hum an 
settlem ent from the plains has squeezed itself as close as possible to these first 
high w estern breaks of the earth 's crust. A lot of hum an settlem ent here 
historically has taken the form of ranches: cows and sheep competing for w hat 
once w as habitat for deer, elk, bison, and wolves.
A nd in Pincher Creek, like in other northern front range areas w here 
w olves are returning, the potential conflict of wolves and livestock is high. Elk
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come ou t of the snowy high country in w inter to graze in  lower, m ore accessible 
lands. W olves naturally follow. Diane and I heard  of one rancher north of 
Pincher Creek w ho claimed that wolves chewed u p  some of his livestock. He 
called in  Canadian Fish and Wildlife and eight wolves were poisoned for their 
m isdeed. In Canada, wolves are not given a second chance.
O ver breakfast, Diane and I talk w ith the Sheppards about Sinclair, the 
hunter. The Sheppards say he is a well-respected outfitter not only in Pincher 
Creek b u t all along the Rocky M ountains dow n into N ew  Mexico.
Sinclair saw  Phyllis three times around Pincher Creek. The first two times 
he saw  her, he knew  by her radio collar that she was a U.S. research wolf and pu t 
his gun down. His third sighting was December 19,1992, the day  he shot her.
Brent Sinclair is coming to meet Diane and me here at the log house to talk 
about the killing. From the w indow  we see him  pull his pickup into the drive, his 
three hunting dogs scrambling around the snowmobile in the back. I am  telling 
m yself to stay open to his reasoning, to w ithhold judgm ent, and to listen to his 
side of the story.
But I can 't help feeling that Diane and I are about to face the perpetrator of 
a m ajor crime, a küler condemned in newspapers from L.A. to London.
If Sinclair is a criminal, he certainly is a friendly one. After w arm ly 
greeting the Sheppards, he shakes hands w ith us, takes off his crum pled brow n 
cowboy hat, and pulls up  a chair at the kitchen table. Dark-haired, m ustached, 
w ith a blue bandanna w rapped around his neck, he looks to be in his late thirties.
Sinclair has been in the outfitting business for fourteen years and probably 
spends two hundred  days of the year out in the backcountry, tracking, setting 
traps, and guiding elk, deer, but mostly cougar hunts. He describes himself as a 
"conservationist sport hunter." He says in his nine years as an outfitter he had  
the opportunity  to shoot five or six wolves but didn 't.
'T m  not against wolves", he declares.
"So, w hy exactly d id  you shoot Phyllis?", Diane asks bluntly, not m issing
a beat.
Sinclair says he saw the white wolf in 1988 in the backwoods of 
southw estern Alberta. He had a clear shot at her then, but saw her collar and 
d id n 't "take her". He knew w hat the collar meant; it w as a U.S. research wolf and 
the research w as important. But in 1992 he heard that others had  spotted the
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w hite w olf running w ith four half-wild dogs and three wolves near the Castle 
River Recreation Area, about 15 miles southwest of Pincher Creek. Sinclair says 
Castle River has the highest concentration of sum m er recreationists in the area, 
and  people w ere concerned at the appearance of the wolf-dog pack.
Biologists say that wolves running w ith dogs can lose their fear of 
hum ans. These "packs" can take on unnatural behaviors, killing w hat and where 
they shouldn 't. Sinclair says he and Fish and Game were concerned for the safety 
of families vacationing at Castle River.
A nd, since the pack had been chasing elk and deer, Canadian biologists 
w orried they w ould push  the elk from their prim e winter range nearby, perhaps 
driv ing them  to starvation.
Sinclair says Canadian Fish and Game had tried to trap the white wolf 
before him , bu t were unsuccessful. A lot of people then tried to shoot her, to 
d isrup t and  split up  the 'pack'. Shooting her, he says, was the last resort.
"Fish and Game Departm ent told me people from the M inimum  Security 
C am p called them  num erous times, complaining about this wolf," Sinclair 
continues. "The camp was afraid she m ight cause some problem s there, and 
w anted  the D epartm ent to do something about it."
"Fish and Game told me that if I saw those dogs, or the wolf, I should 
shoot them , because if I d idn 't, they would. If I did, they said to give them  a piece 
of the skull for DNA analysis. I said that w ould be no problem."
"Like I said, I believe in research, I think it's im portant. I had know n from 
talking w ith Fish and Game that her radio collar w asn 't w orking any more, and 
she was gettin ' on in age, so if I d idn 't harvest her, then she could just crawl off 
som ewhere and die, nobody w ould know where, and any possibility for genetic 
research w ould be gone.
"Then one day I just happened to see her, and the dogs, on the road near 
the camp."
H e pauses.
'T fs a sad thing. I d idn 't kill her just to kill her."
Sinclair steps outeide to check on his dogs and Diane and I look at each 
other. There are tears in her eyes.
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'I 'v e  got one more story for you," Sinclair says, back a t the table.
"A bout a m onth after I shot her is w hen all those new spaper articles 
started  com ing out," Sinclair continues.
"The m edia reaUy blew the whole thing out of proportion, and kind of 
m ade m e u p  to be some sort of w ild killer. That British Tribune article was 
especially rough, blasting me by name and really raking all Canadian hunters 
over the coals."
'TVell," Sinclair pauses, "that kind of ticked me off, and got other 
outfitters and  hunters kind of m ad too."
"I d id  nothing wrong. It was a legal harvest," Sinclair says. "A nd I had  my 
reasons, b u t I sure d id n 't read those in the papers. You see, I w as well aw are of 
w ho this wolf was. I talk w ith Canadian Fish and Game here in Pincher Creek aU 
the time."
Sinclair sighs.
"Here I tried to cooperate w ith the research in the U.S. — you see I called 
Fish and Game and  told them  I shot her, and gave them the skull for the genetics 
— and then the whole thing gets turned around to make m e look like the bad guy. 
I got all kinds of angry phone calls from wolf supporters, from liberal 
conservation organizations telling me w hat a horrible thing I had done."
"But I got a different kind of phone call a few weeks after the news articles 
started appearing," Sinclair says.
'T answer the phone and this guy says. T his Sinclair?' and  I say, yeah, it 
is. A nd then he says, 'You were in the paper, w eren 't you?' Yeah, I say, and I still 
d o n 't know  w ho this guy is, I mean, I don 't know if he's another reporter, or 
what.
"So then this guy says, 'Well, I just shot this wolf north of here a ways and 
it had  one of those goddam n collars on it. If you were me, you w ouldn 't tu rn  it in 
w ith  all the shit you got wouldya?'
"I thought about that for a moment, and then I said, I got more than I 
deserved on that one, b u t you know, this wolf research program  in the States is 
im portant. Just give me the num ber off the collar and I'll call it in. Or pu t it in a 
phone booth somewhere and I'll have somebody pick it up. Look, I said, I d o n 't 
w an t to know  your name or the circumstances or anything.
'T here  was silence on the other end; then the guy hung up."
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Sinclair pushes back his chair, stands up  and stretches. H e is tall, about 
6'1", and  he moves his slender body w ith an assured strength. W e have been 
talking for five hours, running Phyllis' history up  and dow n from  Glacier Park to 
Pincher Creek. Diane and I are moved by his evident sensitivity. But it is hard  for 
m e to reconcile that w ith his w orld view, and w ith the different stories I had  
heard  at the m inim um  security camp.
"You know," he says, "I'm  getting her mounted; I mean. I've already got a 
w olf rug."
♦ ♦ ♦
After returning home to Missoula from Pincher Creek, I called Mike 
Jimenez, a wildlife biologist, to talk with him  about Phyllis. He w as familiar w ith 
her history and knew  she had been shot. When I explained the m edia and  public 
reaction that surrounded her shooting, he asked, "W hat's been the reaction in 
Canada?"
I told him  that hunters, Canadian Fish and Wildlife staff, and  the 
C anadian public were enraged by this mainly U.S. condem nation of PhyUis' 
killing. They felt little sym pathy for Americans w ho long ago destroyed their 
p redator populations and now  were condemning Canada for the killing of one 
wolf.
Jimenez was not surprised. He told me that between 1986 and 1988, 
Canada held a lim ited wolf hunting and trapping season in the W igwam  Flats 
area of southeastern British Columbia. The quota was three wolves for each year. 
As it turned  out, three of the Magic Pack wolves were killed. Since the pack had 
been studied  by U.S. researchers, and the pack's territory bordered British 
Colum bia and M ontana, public sentiment in the U.S. was strong. The Canadian 
Embassy in W ashington D C. was boycotted, and the British Columbia 
governm ent closed the wolf hunting season in 1989.
This reactive m anagem ent infuriated Canadian hunters. (Is this beginning 
to sound familiar?). In 1989, six wolves in the W igwam Pack w ere poisoned, and 
in  1991 eight wolves in the H eadwaters Pack were poisoned. Both were U.S. 
research packs.
"The U.S. and Canada are involved in a neat game," said Jimenez, "but 
wolves are losing."
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The first time I saw Jimenez was in a photograph. H e w as pictured lying 
in  the entrance of a wolf den, his blue denim  shirt covered w ith dirt, and a tired, 
w orn  look on his m ustached face and in his brow n eyes. Jimenez alm ost single- 
handedly  saved six pups in the Ninemile Valley of w estem  M ontana by 
com forting them  w ith wolf howls from a pasture near the den, and feeding them 
w ith road-killed deer until, fortunately, they caught on to the idea of killing on 
their own. (Both of the p u p 's  parents had been killed.) A form er U.S. Fish and 
W ildlife biologist who specialized in wolf recovery in M ontana, Jimenez now  
consults for various private wildlife and wolf recovery organizations. His 
how ling continues, and  it's not only at wolves.
Jim enez studied the iU-fbrtun'ed W igwam Pack for a year in  1988 as a part 
of his graduate w ork in wildlife biology, and saw firsthand w hat "reactive 
m anagem ent" on the p art of the Canadian government could do. In his thesis 
defense in 1989, Jimenez recommended U.S. long-range wolf recovery 
m anagem ent that dealt w ith local (Canadian) public attitudes and potential 
hum an conflicts w ith wolves. He maintains that wolves will have a better chance 
of recovery here in the U.S. w hen the Canadian public is involved. Specifically he 
recom m ends a lim ited hunting season on wolves in British Columbia and 
Alberta, w ith  strict controls on quotas, and an emphasis on continued m onitoring 
of populations. He writes:
U nfortunately from a U.S. viewpoint where w e are struggling w ith a 
small, fragile wolf population, this means actively supporting public 
harvest of wolves in southeastern B.C. Closing wolf hunting and 
trapping... (in southeastern B.C.)... has resulted in repeated illegal wolf 
killings.
According to Jimenez the U.S. (read "you and me") has to "back off" from 
its self-righteous attitude and let Canada have a limited wolf hunting season.
But really, he says, it's not a question of hunting or not hunting. It's a 
question of how  to have wolves. Instead of making a volatile situation ou t of the 
killing of one wolf, and an old wolf at that, let Canadians kill a few  wolves 
legally, so that m any more aren 't killed illegally. Jimenez sees this kind of 
m anagem ent creating a self-sustaining wolf population instead of a w ildly 
fluctuating one due to governm ent and public overreaction. He challenges us 
w ith  the sim ple question, "Do you really w ant wolves to recover?"
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♦ ♦ ♦
The story of Phyllis still differs from voice to voice. The difference is part 
culture, part undying misconceptions, and it is hard to know  the truth. There are 
still unansw ered questions that lie at the heart of w hy some people don 't like 
wolves, and  w hy some people kill wolves.
One of these questions m ight be an example of the bigger picture of wolf- 
killing: w hy Sinclair killed Phyllis and  not the half-wild dogs instead.
From all the talking I've done w ith various Canadian Fish and Game 
officers, Sinclair, M orning Bull, and other Pincher Creek residents, it seems that 
indeed the Shepherd/D oberm an/W olf mix dogs were creating m ost if no t all of 
the problem s around the M inimum Security Cam p and the Castle River 
Cam pground. Sinclair told us that people said he should have shot the dogs, bu t 
he d id n 't because their owners were on the same road and present w hen Sinclair 
saw  Phyllis, and he felt he couldn 't shoot the dogs in front of them.
But that reason is hard  for me to swallow. Instead, I offer the obvious 
possibility that Phyllis was a scapegoat for these half-wild dogs, a scapegoat, like 
m any misconceptions about wolves, firmly grounded in history.
Barry Lopez cites one precedent-setting example by none other than Gen. 
George W ashington.
A pparently W ashington, concerned with wool production in the new  
colonies, exchanged a series of letters w ith Agricultural societies in England and 
Thom as Jefferson, lam enting the attacks on sheep by feral dogs and wolves. But 
few  could tell the difference between wolf and dog tracks and therefore, because 
the w olf carried a black nam e through its long contorted European history, m ost 
predation w as blam ed on the wolf. As a result, wolves began to disappear in the 
N ortheast by the end of the eighteenth century. The am ount of dam age to the 
sheep industry  by feral dogs — in great numbers in the colonies — w as largely 
ignored by historians of the period, who were content, like the colonists, to blame 
all canine predation on the wolf.
That some, including Sinclair, could be a carrier of this scapegoat tendency 
that has continued into contemporary times, should be no surprise now. 
M isconceptions like this continue to cast a dark shadow  on the wolf, and refuse 
to fade w ith  the softer light of new  knowledge and story. I w ould guess that
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Sinclair w ould  deny his role and dissent from being implicated in  such flighty 
reasoning about the unconscious. But I suggest that w e all m ust adm it to being 
transm itters of the wolf's dark history, and release the misconceptions, these 
shadow s, to the cool eclipse of new  understanding. A nd we m ust see to it that 
the new  story is heard by young, untainted carriers, our children. They, and 
wolves, deserve no less.
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As far as U.S. biologists knew, Phyllis had never been involved in 
depredations, and m ost likely had passed on this trait for clean living to her three 
litters. Some ranchers viciously oppose having wolves around because of the 
potential for depredation. A nd yes, wolves will kill cows and sheep, sometimes 
in  som e situations.
There is no doubt that ranching is a tough business. There are a lot of 
factors to contend w ith, but I think back to a conversation I had  w ith a couple of 
experienced ranchers, Ralph and Bruce Thisted. I w onder, like the Thisteds do, 
about ranchers' tendencies to see wolves as such a big part of their problems.
"Well, we d id n 't have cattle when the wolves showed up," Ralph Thisted 
began, "and so some people say w e'd  feel differently if we were still in the 
business. But let me tell you there are bigger and worse things to w orry about as 
a rancher than wolves. Take these logging trucks for instance. Why, w hen they 
w ere logging the upper end of the valley fifteen years ago those trucks w ould 
race dow n the road..."
H ere Bruce interrupted,
"You see, w e 'd  open graze our cattle up  there, and they w ould w ander 
across the road, or kind of race across, scared up  by those trucks..." and then 
Ralph cut in,
"I think we had  eight or nine calves killed by logging trucks during a two- 
m onth  stretch. So w ho 's got time to worry about the possibility of a wolf killing 
one of your cattle? D on 't get me started on this logging stuff, I could go on 
forever."
In w as January, 1993, and I had driven from M issoula to the Ninemile 
Valley, about forty miles w est of town, to talk with these ranching brothers. The 
Thisteds have lived and ranched in the Ninemile Valley for fifty-six years. Four 
years ago their lives were forever changed w hen wolves started showing up  on 
their ranch. First an Alpha pair, and then later as a result, five pups. And, I 
believe unusual for folks having been in the ranching business and whose 
profession generally takes a rather dim  view of predators, they let them  stay.
39
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Rick Bass tells the full story of these wolves, and some about the Thisteds, 
in The Ninemile Wolves. But I w ent to talk w ith the Thisteds less about wolves, 
and  m ore about people. Specifically, ranching people, and I figured a good place 
to start w as w ith these ranching brothers who knew  the profession, and the 
valley, inside o u t
I had  entered the southern neck of this üün valley greeted by small 
ranchettes, trailers, and subdivided land. But the further north  up  the valley I 
drove, the further apart were the fence rows, and before long I saw  large 
expanses of tall-grass m eadows, rippling streams, and a bald eagle perched 
silently on a dead  lodgepole limb. I stopped to adm ire it closer w ith my 
binoculars. After a few minutes it flew up  valley, eyeing Ninem ile Creek below, 
w hite tail feathers creating its own pure jet stream.
I asked the Thisteds w hy the wolves chose their ranch to establish territory 
and  den. Ralph, a slender, handsom e m an of seventy whose features belie his 
age, glanced to his brother Bruce, seventy-three.
The Ninem ile has been logged extensively, and Ralph proceeded to pull 
out a topographic m ap of the valley and lay it out on the floor. I knelt dow n next 
to him. H is blue eyes w ere bright, alive, on fire.
'‘W hat Fve done," Ralph said, "is outline in blue m arker our place, and 
then outline in  yellow the logging and forest service roads that crisscross the 
foothills. You see any yellow on our place?"
I looked dow n at the blue outline of the Thisted's ranch, w ondering w hat 
Ralph was getting at. Most of w hat I saw within it was clear, w hite space.
"W e've got a road or two, sure, bu t the majority of our land is open. N o 
doubt it's  the largest roadless area in this valley. No w onder the wolves w ant to 
show  u p  on our place."
Ralph and Bruce looked at each other probably to see if either of them  
have left out any part of the story. N ow  seemingly satisfied, they looked at me, 
and  then re-checked the road from their two large picture windows. They have a 
com m anding view of this part of the valley, as their house sits up  on a knoll and 
looks dow n on the main Ninem ile road below, both north and south. They know 
w ho passes by, and if they don 't, they'll find out. Poachers, both of cattle and big 
gam e, are a too familiar p art of Ninemile history.
"A nd w hat about the elk and deer?" Ralph volunteered, as if talking to an 
invisible wolf opponent. "Why, thirty years ago w e'd  go u p  the road to our 
pasture in the early m orning and count herds upw ards of five hundred  elk or
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deer. Y ou'd lose count, there 'd  be so many. Those deer and elk d id  m uch more 
dam age to our business, eating our hayfields and cutting into our profit that way, 
than any w olf or even pack of wolves could do. You've got to understand, that's 
a m uch bigger problem  than wolves."
"A nd w hy do w e have so m any elk and deer on our place?", Bruce asked 
rhetorically. "Well, Ralph here has alm ost single-handedly gotten rid  of the 
knapw eed in our hayfields. H ow  m any places around here do you see just 
beautiful brow n grass sticking up  through the snow? These deer and elk have 
prim e feeding grounds here."
"A nd the wolves follow", inserted Ralph again. "W here you 've got prey, 
you 've got wolves."
"Coyotes," Bruce jum ped in. H e's a little hard  of hearing, and  usually he 
graciously w aits until he sees the conversation ended. But sometimes his tim ing 
is a bit off, and  I see him  chuckling about this as he senses he has jum ped in a 
little too soon.
"Coyotes give ranchers a m uch bigger headache than wolves ever will. I 
m ean, yea, we know  wolves will kill cattle, and they did supposedly kill a steer 
just dow n the w ay here a couple of years ago..."
"But I never believed that they killed that steer," Ralph inserted. "They 
saw  the wolves feeding on the carcass, and, sure, they could have done it, bu t it 
just seems like the wolves were kind of set up for that one. That particular 
rancher, like a lot of ranchers, just w anted a scapegoat."
"Yeah," Bruce said, "people used to say coyotes were gettin' to their cattle, 
b u t once the wolves showed up, you 'd  hear more and more people say, 'oh, I 
th ink  it w as a wolf that got it this time'. The wolves just got the blame. W hy 
Ralph and I shot sixteen, or was it seventeen Ralph? coyotes one year they were 
so bad."
"Seventeen," Ralph answered.
. These two brothers are a true team, and together they tell a complete 
story, a w hole story.
Ralph leaned forward, in a clandestine kind of way, and spoke softly as he 
relayed w hat appeared to be new  information.
"A friend of ours says. T he story goes on', and I believe she's right. 
There's a new  wolf in the pack, a male, and Mike (Jimenez) doesn 't know  yet 
quite w here he came from. But he seems to be hanging out w ith the Alpha
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fem ale, m aybe he 's establishing himself as the new  Alpha male. If so, w here will 
the old A lpha male go?"
Ralph shakes his head and smiles in a kind of satisfied, pleased way. 
"Yeah, they just keep show in' up  here. The story really does go on."
I also hear this from ranchers: they say they have a certain connection to 
the land, a tie w ith the land and an understanding of the laws of nature. They are 
out in  it, and  therefore know the outside like few of us really do. I believe, that in 
general, ranchers do have a connection to the land, though I don 't expect 
ranchers to necessarily be deep ecologists, viewing the land and the wildlife on it 
as having intrinsic value. Some ranchers m ight have w hat I w ould call an 
anthropocentric biophilia view, a deep emotional connection that is hum an- 
centered, and  that is OK, definitely better than nothing. As E.G. Wilson says in 
The Biophilia Hypothesis, people can 't love something that they don 't value, and 
ranchers certainly place a value on their land.
W hen we talk about a relationship w ith the land, w e are talking about a 
. relationship w ith a living thing. O ur relationship is based on a connection to life: 
from  the small microscopic organisms that inhabit and make up  the soil, to the 
plants that grow  in this soil, to the creatures that eat these plants and each other. 
"The Land" then is not an abstract term, and I think it can be interpreted 
abstractly sometimes. A t times we refer to "the land", "landscape", and "place" 
flatly; they become m ere w ords on the page. We lose the very necessary 
em otional connection of biophilia.
For this m ight be the reason people are attracted to place. Because they 
feel, on some level, an emotional, almost spiritual, need to rem ain close to the 
source. Because they feel connected to, or a desire to be connected to, the rest of 
our living w orld, a w orld, our "place", that is breathing, creating, dying.
A nd I know  this from personal experience as a truck farmer: every day, 
sunup  to sundow n, I was out on the land, and I d id  come to know  it intimately. 
A nd it became not so much out of duty  but of choice that I d id  so. W ho w ouldn 't 
w an t to get up  at 5:30 every m orning, yellow cottonwoods shaking, em itting 
their distinctive, sweet earthy, cottonwood smell, to see fifteen to tw enty elk 
grazing peacefully outside, even if they were eating some of your alfalfa hay? I 
came to know  the draw s where the elk retreated, the far m eadow s w here the 
horses grazed, the high peaks of the Collegiate Range behind me: a 14,000 foot
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high backyard. I walked every day  on the land. In the snow. In the Spring. In the 
dark. Yes, one does find a connection, a tie, an understanding that is pure, 
sim ple, quiet.
A nd so m y question back to those ranchers who oppose wolves is this; Is 
this tie, this connection to the land and this understanding of the laws of nature 
exhibited in your attitude tow ards predators, wolves in particular? Wolves seem 
to be the thorn in their side, the stain on their pastoral view of the land, and  some 
ranchers seem anxious not just to pull out that thorn, bu t to break it, bu m  it, and 
destroy it w ithout mercy.
I w ould  love to be proven wrong.
N ot all ranchers are opposed to wolves, however. I discovered up  in 
Pincher Creek w hat I w ould call the "new breed", the next generation of ranchers 
to take up  the livestock calling. These are younger ranchers, in their early to m id­
forties, like Keith Everts, w ho is a m ember of the Alberta Cattlem en's Association 
and the Castle Creek W ilderness Coalition. Everts, donned in cowboy boots, 
flannel sh irt and  trim m ed beard, calls himself a "progressive rancher", and  raises 
organic beef on 1500 acres east of Pincher Creek. There are tw o other ranches 
nearby tha t also raise organic beef, and the three ranches raise and sell as a beef 
cooperative, w ith m arkets dow n the Rocky M ountain Front all the way into 
Colorado. Everts told me that he and others of his generation w ant to get along 
w ith  wolves and, like the Thisteds, see far bigger problem s than wolves w hen it 
comes to  m aking a living at ranching.
Everts also sees his m em bership in both the cattlem en's association and 
the w ilderness coalition as the best of both worlds for him.
'T feel like I have som ething to say to both groups," Everts says. "My 
business is raising cows, bu t w e're also doin' a lot for the land. In the past five 
years w e've started to turn  a piece of marginal land back to native grasses. I feel 
like the range improvem ents are w hat w e've got to do; it's self-sustaining."
A nother Pincher Creek resident is James Tweedie who, as a carpenter by 
trade w ith  only eight head of cattle, is certainly no rancher. But Tweedie sees 
land  ow nership as part of the reason people kill wolves. Tweedie told me about a 
Lafian friend of his, a refugee, w ho loves the outdoors and is quite a proficient 
rock and  ice climber. Tweedie said you w ould think that this kind of 
butdoorsm an w ould be supportive of wolves, but that his Lafian friend is so
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w rapped  u p  in his freedom  as a refugee, and his subsequent ability to purchase 
an d  have private ownership of land, that he is opposed to any wild creature like 
the w olf w ho w ould in some way threaten "his" land. Tweedie says other 
ranchers around Pincher Creek feel the same way: it is their land and nobody or 
anim al will in any w ay threaten their existence on it.
Ed M arston, publisher of High Country News, calls those ownership values, 
"a fanatic devotion to the concept of private property." I agree that it's to the 
poin t of fanaticism to some. To others it's sim ply a m atter of w anting to hold on 
to w hat they've struggled so hard  to get. But we m ust remember, too, how  a lot , 
of this w estem  land was acquired: outright stealing and lying to the nations w ho 
w ere native here for thousands of years.
All of this is really not a diversion from talking about wolves, and w hy 
some oppose and  kill them. Private ownership and control is a piece of this wolf 
puzzle, a link unmistakable in its connection to w hy we fiercely hold on to w hat 
w e think w e own, and shut out and kiU w hat we think doesn 't belong.
N ow , the num ber of ranches has decreased, but the hum an population
hasn 't.
I recall again Diane telling me that hum ans continue to be the largest 
cause of w olf mortalities.
To get w hat I'd  heard w ould be an earful of how  other local ranchers view 
the wolf, I had  driven to Cody, W yoming, back in September, 1993.
"Wyoming: This is Cattle Country ...And W e're Proud Of It", read the sign 
as I approached Cody, having driven past miles of blue-green sage rangeland. 
A nd em blazoned in red, white, and blue across the front of Cody's huge stadium  
as I approached die largest tow n in a thousand square miles was: "Welcome to 
Cody, W yoming: Rodeo Capital of the U.S.A."
I w alked past the long line of Ford and Chevy pickups and into the 50's 
brick city auditorium . The m ain room was high ceilinged, had an oak floor, and 
the stage at the front had  a thick burgundy curtain w ith the letter "C" 
em broidered in the middle. The auditorium  was nearly full — it probably seated 
about one hundred  people — and as I walked to an em pty chair tow ards the 
front, I saw  four-inch square stickers of a wolf w ith a line draw n through it 
placed on m ost everyone's back and front. I sat dow n and turned on m y tape 
recorder.
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Cody was the site of one in a series of public hearings on the U.S. Fish and 
W ildlife's proposal to reintroduce the gray wolf to an area in and around 
Yellowstone Park and Central Idaho. Cody is fifty miles east of the Park, just 
outside the eastern border of the proposed Yellowstone réintroduction area.
In recent years, ranchers here have had  to adjust to an  increasing 
population of grizzly bears around the Park in another federally-driven 
protection program . This Fall, the Clinton adm inistration, via Secretary of the 
Interior Bruce Babbitt, had  been threatening to raise grazing fees on national 
forest land. A nd now  the federal governm ent was proposing yet another change, 
another predator, to this area used to having things go more their way: low 
grazing fees on public land, subsidies on wool production, and  sponsored 
p redator control via the governm ent sponsored Animal Damage Control 
Program . I had  heard that Cody represented the heart of wolf opposition. N o, I 
had  heard  that the ranching com munity around Cody was pissed, and, it had  
sounded  like in some ways, justifiably so.
But I drove the 423 miles from Missoula not just to hear the rhetoric from 
the hearing podium . I w anted to pull these ranchers off to the side during the 
hearing breaks, talk w ith them  about wolves one-to-one, and, mainly, listen.
Back in the Cody auditorium , a large wom an w ith a long, red beltless 
dress and short, frosted, hair has seated herself at a table at the front of the 
auditorium . Next to her was a mustached m an in a gray suit and tie, and black 
leather loafers. The wom an picked up  a piece a paper in front of her, slipped on 
her bifocals and  started reading into the microphone.
"Good Day, and  welcome to the public hearing on wolf réintroduction to 
the Yellowstone and Central Idaho areas. I am  Gloria Thebes, your m oderator for 
today 's hearing. To m y right is Ed Bangs of the U.S. Fish & Wildlife w ho is here 
today to sim ply listen. This is a public hearing, and as such, each person w ishing 
to testify will be allowed a designated period of time w ith no comments, 
questions, applause or jeering from the audience allowed."
Chairs scooted and the room stirred at this last part of the introduction.
She continued.
"Agency officials wiU be allowed five m inutes to speak, elected officials 
four m inutes, and the general public three minutes. You will be given a w arning 
a t one m inute before your time ends and also at thirty seconds before your time 
ends. To speak, register at the table outside this room and your nam e will be
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draw n  random ly. The first speaker will go right up  to the podium  w ith  the 
m icrophone and the next two speakers will sit at these two chairs that I have 
m arked in  the front row."
She pointed to the two, em pty chairs which had hand-w ritten signs scotch- 
taped  to their backs: 'N ext Speaker'.
"O ur first speaker is Dave Flitner."
A tall, hard-bodied m an walked up  to the podium , his cowboy boots 
echoing on  the old wooden floor of the auditorium . His chiseled, tanned face 
reflected w hat looked like years of working outside. He seemed to be about fifty- 
five.
"My nam e is Dave Flitner, and I'm  President of the W yoming Farm 
Bureau Association," he began. 'I 'm  a third generation W yom ing rancher and I 
strongly oppose, like m y father and his father before him, having wolves in this 
area. You know , we filled this same room in opposition at the scoping hearings 
six m onths ago and look how  far it got us. You all" — and here Flitner glared 
directly at the U.S. Fish and Wildlife official, Ed Bangs — "have gone against the 
will of us taxpayers, and I say that any public official who proposes wolf 
réintroduction be held personally responsible^ and get run  outa of town on a rail."
There were cheers and applause from the audience. Gloria Thebes, the 
m oderator, quickly responded.
"Ladies and Gentlemen, please, please. There will be no comments from 
the audience. Mr. Flitner, please continue."
Flitner acknowledged the support from the crowd w ith a nod of his head 
and  continued.
'T w ant to say too that bringin' the wolf back will lock up  more of our 
public lands and continue to keep us in servitude to the Federal governm ent, a 
position they w ould like to keep us in. This wolf thing is just another tool to 
control our lives — w hy it seriously threatens our way of life. In conclusion, it's 
sim ply a goddam n ridiculous idea to have this dangerous predator pu t back in 
the m iddle of our cattle and sheep. W hy it's like inviting the AIDS virus to come 
to Yellowstone. That's all I have to say. Thank you".
There were five more speakers of similar passion — no one had spoken in 
favor of the wolves yet — and then Thebes announced a fifteen m inute recess. The 
auditorium  exploded w ith the noise of a hundred people all talking a t once.
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I stood up  and stretched. I was definitely the outsider here, not only 
philosophically as a wolf advocate, bu t as a student and observer of w hat seemed 
a little like a foreign land and culture. I imagine that is how  some of these 
ranchers feel w hen dealing w ith the government, or dealing w ith 
environm entalists, whose views and lifestyle seem equally distant and foreign.
I w alked outside to see if I could talk w ith one of these ranchers during 
the recess. It was four p.m. and the sky was a dry, brilliant blue. I spotted an 
older couple standing quietly to the side, her arm  linked to his. He had new  jeans 
on, a blue denim  w ork shirt, and a crisp, straw  cowboy hat. A small tape recorder 
w as in  his hand. She had  beautiful silver-gray hair that w as pulled  back in a bun, 
and  w ore hom -rim m ed glasses trim m ed w ith abalone. They caught m y eye, 
sm iled, and I w alked over to them.
"'You're recording these hearings too, huh?" I m otioned to both his and 
m y tape recorders.
"Yep,", the m an said smiling, revealing gold caps on his front teeth that 
glinted in  the bright afternoon light. "We live ninety miles from here and not all 
our neighbors could come, so we thought w e'd  record it for "em."
I asked them  how  they felt about the hearing so far, and  how  they felt 
about wolves.
"Well, I've ranched all m y life — I'm  going to be eighty years old next 
m onth  — and  have never seen a good wolf in my life. In fact. I'm  kind of known 
around  w here I live — the tow n's Hyattville, Wyoming — as a predator trapper. 
My nam e's Chet Mercer and this here's my wife M artha."
M ercer extended his hand and we shook firmly. M artha Mercer smiled 
and  leaned forward. A hearing aid was in her left ear.
"Yeah, I"ve never trapped a wolf, bu t an old timer that we know" — and 
here the eighty year old rancher w inked at his wife, as if they w eren 't "old timers" 
— "a guy nam ed Peters, had  a hundred  heifers grazin' and one night the wolves 
come around  and killed ten of them all at once. The wolves ate every bit of those 
ten heifers too. There was no evidence left."
M ercer shook his head and looked at his wife. She shook her head, 
grim aced, and  looked back.
""But I trapped a m ountain lion last spring that w as after our neighbor's 
lambs. It had  killed three of them before I could get in there and set m y traps, bu t 
I finally got it and killed the dam n thing".
Mercer proudly  flashed his gold toothed smile again, and continued.
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'I 'v e  got the pictures in m y truck. Hey, I'll get 'em  for ya."
M artha Mercer turned to me and spoke for the first time.
"You know  m y parents were old timers", she began, and by that I took her 
to m ean that her folks w ere of the old ways, did things in a w ay that I w ould 
th ink w ere o ld fashioned.
"They both were part of a posse that hunted predators back then, bu t the 
w orst one w as the coyote," she said, leaning forward. I felt like she was confiding 
in  me.
"I had  four little lambs I was kind of hand raisin' as a teenager," M artha 
continued, "but those coyotes killed every one of 'em. I've hated coyotes ever
since."
M artha Mercer leaned back and gazed at the yellowing cottonwoods 
tow ering above the auditorium ; maybe that bloody picture of her lambs was still 
fresh in  her mind.
"But wolves...", she paused for a moment. "Wolves are all right if they 
keep in  their place."
Chet M ercer returned a few m inutes later, w ith four snapshots of not only 
the dead  lion splayed on the tailgate of his pickup, bu t the bloody rem ains of the 
three lambs, guts and blood soaking the brow n dirt below their small ravaged 
bodies.
H e also brought back inform ation from the "A bundant Wildlife Society" 
of Gillette, W yoming, an avowed anti-wolf group whose slogan is "Preserving 
G reat N orth  American Traditions", and an article, "Wolves in  the West: W hat the 
governm ent does not w ant you to know  about wolf recovery." Both articles 
espouse a conspiracy theory on the part of the governm ent relative to wolf 
recovery, accusing the governm ent of "purposely overlooking" certain aspects of 
the issue. I had  seen stacks of these pam phlets on tables outside the auditorium  
w hen I first entered the hearings. W hen I left, few pam phlets remained.
It w as tw ilight w hen I drove back through Yellowstone Park that fall 
evening after the hearing. I had decided to stay in Yellowstone that night, as I 
thought it w ould be an appropriate place to reflect on all that I had  heard  and 
experienced that day. The low, evening light created long shadow s on the high 
m eadow s of the Park, revealing elk, deer, and coyotes returning from  a day in 
the higher forests. Seven trum peter swans coasted in form ation to a smooth
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land ing  in  the Yellowstone River, and  thermal geysers floated steam  through the 
thick stands of lodgepole pine. It was a quintessential Yellowstone picture.
I could easily imagine wolves being a part of this landscape, loping 
th rough  the high m eadows, feeding on the excessive num bers of elk and bison in 
the Park, and  teaching their offspring to do the same.
The w ords that I had heard earlier that day in Cody seemed incongruous 
w ith  the scene before me, yet I know there are other wolf scenes that ranchers see 
besides m y m ore ideal ones. Scenes of wolves killing prized livestock; scenes of 
w olves circling a small herd  of elk, trapping them in deep snow, and killing 
every one of them  in a rare ''killing frenzy"; scenes of the "Feds" taking away 
w hat they perceive to be their historic control of land and their way of life.
So there are no easy answers. I remember asking Mike Jimenez, the wolf 
biologist in the Ninemile Valley, how  one goes about talking w ith  wolf 
opponents. H ow  does one make the effort to come a little closer to those who 
disagree w ith  wolf réintroduction and wolves in general? Jimenez leaned back in 
his chair, "You don 't w ear a government hat, you don 't go in a governm ent 
vehicle," he said, and then he paused. "You sit and whittle."
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H am ilton, M ontana is one in a series of small towns tha t sits on the 
w estern  edge of the Bitterroot Valley, at the foot of the seventy to eighty million 
year o ld  granite of the Bitterroot Mountains. The Bitterroots are a line of eight 
and  nine thousand foot peaks that run  over two hundred  m iles starting in 
w estern M ontana north of Missoula, and continue dow n into southern M ontana, 
form ing the eastern border of Idaho. Falling aw ay on the eastern side is a 
farm ing and  ranching valley that used to host a peaceful gathering of Salish, 
Kootenai, and N ez Perce tribes w ho converged to hun t and trap  in the rich game 
lands. It w as agreed am ong all tribes that all differences were to be p u t aside 
w hen com ing to the valley to hunt. To these tribes it w as a valley of peaceful 
accords and not of disagreem ents and war.
It is there outside of Hamilton in the Bitterroot Valley that Pat Tucker and 
her husband Bruce W eide live. Koani lives there too. Koani is a wolf.
Evan and Campbell are my two sons, ten and four years old respectively. 
O ne clear fall Saturday morning, the shorter rays of autum n light giving the 
cottonw oods that line the Bitterroot River a sharp, pure clarity, we decide to 
drive dow n to H am ilton to help Tucker and Weide build a new  fence for Koani's 
enclosure.
N one of us had  "met" Koani yet, and I especially w anted to give Evan and 
Cam pbell the experience of seeing a wolf up  close. During the hour drive south 
from  o ur hom e in Missoula, I explained to Evan and Campbell how  Koani came 
to be w ith  Tucker and Weide, and w hat it might be like to see this anim al a t close 
range.
Koani was born in captivity in Kalispell, M ontana in 1991, and came to 
Tucker and  W eide two years ago after a film was made about wolves in which 
Koani w as a part. Tucker is a forty-two year old wildlife biologist who w orked 
for the N ational W ildlife Federation for seven years. W eide is a w riter and 
docum entary film-maker.
Tucker was asked to serve as the wildlife consultant for the film, and 
w hen the filming w as finished Tucker and Weide decided to take Koani and 
serve as her caretakers.
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K nowing that Koani could never live in the w ild — having being raised in 
captivity she had  never learned to kill big game on her ow n ~  Tucker and W eide 
established ''W ild Sentry", a wolf education program  using Koani as an 
"am bassador w olf'. The trio travels around the W est m eeting children in schools 
and  on the reservations. Tucker and W eide give an interactive program  exposing 
children to w hat real wolf behavior is like — citing the occasional stock killed by 
w olves, b u t also citing the extreme rarity of attacks on hum ans — hoping to 
dispel som e of the fallacies surrounding wolves that have, unfortunately, become 
an  integral p a rt of the w o lfs  history.
Seeing Koani is the highlight of their program , probably giving the 
children their closest look at a wolf they will ever have. I've seen the W ild Sentry 
program , and the children's eyes double in size w hen Koani enters the room. I f  s 
am azem ent and  w onder, not fear or hatred, that most of these children seem to 
feel.
I know  I don 't experience the hatred for the wolf that some ranchers and 
hunters carry w ith them  — certainly the product of wolves sometimes biting into 
their livelihood — but also, I believe, the product of ages of misconception about 
the wolf. A nd I thought I d idn 't carry the subtle, unconscious fear of the wolf 
either. I thought, in a rather presum ptuous way, that I had gotten "beyond" that 
fear, due to m y experiences and research. I was wrong.
W hen we arrive at Tucker and W eide's cabin on fourteen acres, a dozen 
others are already working on the one acre fenced enclosure. We can see Koani 
lying dow n inside the fence, and both Evan and Campbell scramble out of the car 
to get a closer look.
"Hey, Hi! thanks for coming," greets Weide as we walk towards the 
enclosure.
"W ho are these guys? Hi, I 'm  Bruce, w hat are your names?" W eide 
extends his hand  to Evan and Campbell, a broad smUe on his m ustached face, 
and  a w arm  look in his eyes. Evan and Campbell shake W eide's hand  shyly, 
looking around him, anxious to get closer to Koani.
"So, you w ant to m eet Koani, huh? Well, let m e tell you how  w e're going 
to do this. Tommy, I w ant you to go in first. Koani will be very curious about you 
com ing into her space and will immediately come over to you. Kneel dow n to get 
on her level, and  let her greet you. Wolves greet each other, and  people, by 
nuzzling w ith their noses and licking faces."
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Evan and Campbell glance at each other and at m e w ith  a wild-eyed, 'this 
is going to be an adventure'.
"You've got to stay kneeling and let her do this to you," Weide continues, 
"and  you can cover your face w ith your hands if you 're not comfortable w ith a 
b ig ol' wolf tongue all over your face. You see, to a wolf, this licking and 
nuzzling is like shaking hands w ith a person. And, like suddenly w ithdraw ing 
your hand  w ith a person whose hand you're shaking, if you suddenly get up  
before Koani is through licking you, it will be, well, kind of rude, and Koani 
w o n 't feel like she's really m et you. So just stay still and let her lick you until she 
w alks away. That m eans she knows who you are, and you can come into her 
space and  do w hatever you 're going to do."
"Bruce, w hat about Campbell?" I point to m y three foot high, tow-headed 
one. "W ould Koani think of Campbell as just a large snowshoe hare, and maybe, 
out of p u re  curiosity and instinct, be too interested in him?"
"Yeah, I think that's right. Koani is w hat Pat and  I call a socialized wolf, 
b u t she 's no t domesticated. That means she is used to people, is social w ith 
people, b u t she is definitely a captive wild animal. She still retains all of her w ild 
instincts, and  should Campbell get a little nervous around Koani and m aybe start 
runn ing  aw ay from her, m aybe stum ble on a rock and fall, well..." W eide pauses 
here to consider the consequences. "Well, Koani just m ight think Campbell is a 
b ig rabbit and go after him. She m ight not, but I just don 't w ant to take that 
chance."
I glance at Campbell, and he is visibly disappointed that he w on 't get to 
com e inside the enclosure to meet Koani. But, he does understand w hat W eide 
has said. As we walk closer to the fence and see the size of this coal black, 
golden-eyed wolf, I feel Campbell gripping my hand a little tighter.
I go into the enclosure first. Koani had been lying dow n, but as I enter she 
im m ediately gets u p  and  comes over to me. I kneel and  she nuzzles m y neck and 
licks m y cheeks and eyes w ith her thick rough tongue.
H ow  can I describe w hat it's like to be licked so gently by an  anim al that 
has garnered such a bad reputation as a vicious killer? It is delightful, and  I am  
totally w ithout fear. H er black head is right up  against m ine and w hat strikes me 
is the size of her head. H er neck, head, and  jaws are m uch bigger than a Germ an 
Shepherd 's, and  much bigger than I had  imagined. I rem em ber that a w olf's jaws, 
designed for a predator that kills w ith its m outh, can crush bone, muscle, and
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sinew  at a force of 1500 pounds per square inch, twice as strong as a Germ an 
Shepherd.
Koani licks and nuzzles me for about ten seconds and then, possibly 
content that I am  sim ply another hum an being that will be around for the day, 
she turns, walks twenty feet away, and lies down.
W eide then m otions Evan, my ten year old, inside, the enclosure, and as 
Evan opens the gate and starts to walk in, Koani immediately jum ps up  and 
lopes over to him. As Evan kneels dow n and I see Koani's black head, now  
seem ing even larger next to Evan's small blonde one, m y stom ach turns a notch. 
Koani is licking and  nuzzling Evan enthusiastically, maybe, I think, too 
enthusiastically.
Evan is smiling and giggling, his eyes closed, and he is fully enjoying 
K oani's attention. Koani looks up  a t me a moment, her yellow eyes set deep in 
her black face, and they're piercing: they go right through me. As I see her one- 
inch canine teeth next to Evan's nose as she licks him. I'm  struck w ith conflicting 
feelings: I know , intellectually, that Koani will not hurt Evan, that she is just very 
interested in  him  probably because he is more her size. But I also hear myself 
saying, Evan is not only more her size, but he is also the size of a tasty little fawn. I can 
feel m y heart racing, know ing that if Koani w anted to she could kill Evan on the 
spot, tearing into his face and throat. But, my other voice says, healthy wild 
wolves w ould  very rarely attack a hum an. The im aginary and the real collide in 
full force.
M eanwhile, Koani continues to lick and nuzzle Evan for a full thirty 
seconds, three times as long as she greeted me. Campbell is standing outside the 
fence, looking on and delighted — and probably a bit jealous — at all the attention 
Evan is getting.
"Koani really likes Evan, huh  Tommy?" W eide looks a t m e w ith a big grin 
on his face, sensing m y consternation. I manage a small laugh, and feel myself 
relax as I see Koani finally walk away from Evan.
Evan gets up  and turns to me with a big grin on his face.
"W hoa, Dad, that was wild," he exclaims, and skips off up  a hill to help 
clear som e brush for the fence.
"Yeah Ev, wild, really wild," I half m utter to myself, and turn  to follow 
him  u p  the hill.
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M onsters are symbolized in mythology as some of life's great hazards. 
They invade our ordered, centered cosmos to create chaos. M onsters were 
possibly created in  m yths because of real life experiences, like M esopotamian 
herdsm en and  hunters battling liOns and wolves. This is im portant to recognize, 
this reality of early hum ans' encounters w ith w ild beasts in dark forests, as our 
genetic m em ory m ight reactivate when w e see or think about wolves today.
Yet things have changed. N o longer do we have the dark forests of old, at 
least physically. We do still have the dark  forests of our m inds, though. No 
longer do  w e have the great num bers of wolves and few num bers of prey 
available like we d id  in the 1880's in  the U.S. N ow  wolf num bers are few, prey 
num bers are high. W e have created a new  environm ent and we need new  stories 
to describe that environment.
Phyllis lived w ith the history-making Magic Pack in and around Glacier 
Park in  1986.
This is an effort at one of the new  stories, an im agined, but biologically 
based, look a t w hat life in that pack m ight have been like.
Imagine seeing the Magic Pack.
It is a gray, cold early spring m orning along the N orth Fork of the 
F lathead River, the w estern border of Glacier Park. A lthough it is the end of 
M arch, the tem perature is five degrees, the w ind chill five below. The pack is 
sleeping, tucked at the base of a large limestone overhang, a rem nant of glacial 
lum bering fifteen thousands years ago. One wolf wakes up, a female.
It is Phyllis, and  she is warm . The wolf has slept w ith the other m em bers 
of her family, her pack, and her thick w inter coat has insulated her, and the other 
w olves that have huddled  close into her, from the freezing tem peratures. This 
tim e of year the wolf's outercoat, or guard hairs, are four to five inches long, and 
its underfur rem ains d ry  and soft because of this long outer covering. The 
underfur will shed when spring finally reaches Glacier, bu t now  it is so dense 
tha t it is alm ost impossible to work a finger dow n to her skin.
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As Phyllis slept in the still chilling w inds of early spring, she tucked her 
m uzzle and  nose between her rear legs and overlapped her face w ith a thickly 
fu rred  tail. H er coat is a rich, creamy white; the coal black tip of her nose starkly 
contrasts the blanket of white. She weighs eighty-seven pounds.
She stretches, her lanky front legs extending forw ard and  down, her rum p 
high  in  back. She lete ou t a yawn-yelp that opens the eyes of the seven others in 
her pack. Four of those seven are m ature adults. The other three are almost a year 
old, and  all black. These are the pups that were bom  last spring, and they are 
alm ost fully grown.
A bout a m onth and a half ago Phyllis bred w ith the large gray male that 
has been her m ate for two years. She will m ost likely rem ain monogamous, and 
probably no others in the pack will breed. The physical tie during copulation 
lasted as long as thirty m inutes, and the rest of the pack looked on half-askance, 
w hining, curious, possibly assured in some w ay by the familiarity of this m ating 
pair.
There are im portant decisions to be m ade today. As the breeding female, 
the A lpha female, she m ust decide where to den, locating the pack in one central 
place for the next three to four m onths as the pups are bom  and raised. It m ust be 
a place w ith good hunting, water, shelter. The pack's survival will depend on her 
decision.
The seven other wolves in the pack stretch and yawn. One male and  one 
fem ale begin nuzzling each other, licking noses, and biting playfully, friendly. 
Soon m ost of the eight wolves are engaged, some flinging snow in the air w ith 
their long, thin noses. One of the adults, a solid night-black female, suddenly 
dashes aw ay from the pack achieving full speed, almost forty miles per hour, and 
then skids to a stop. Turning around 180°, this wolf again becomes a black blur 
against w hite snow as it races back towards the pack. Coming w ithin three feet of 
the pack, it skids to another stop and then quickly lies dow n at Phyllis' feet, its' 
tongue hanging out, lapping the frozen crystalline moisture.
Phyllis begins to trot off. The den will be found today; they are selected 
and  d u g  a couple of weeks before birth. As she begins to m ove aw ay from  the 
others, her long thin front legs stride out three feet from  front paw  to front paw .
It is possible that the pack will travel up to forty miles today. Some packs have 
been recorded traveling 125 miles in a single day.
A single file line of the eight wolves is established. Phyllis, now  leading 
and  breaking trail through the twelve-inch snow, will be relieved of this du ty
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after aw hile by others. But for now, she sees a trail already broken by deer or elk 
and  leads the others on it. She stops and puts her nose in the air. It is the 
direction she w ants to go, and  she quickly continues on. The pack follows the 
trail as it snakes through the lodgepole pine forest. The trail stays in the N orth 
Fork valley, as the pack avoids the deeper snow and higher w inds of the almost 
ten thousand foot peaks of the continental divide due east.
The trail also passes through meadows; m eadows of grazing cattle w here 
three years later in 1989 and west of the N orth Fork, a different pack w ould be 
im plicated in  livestock killing. That pack will be trapped, drugged and radio­
collared, proof of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife's quick action. This day, the Magic 
Pack glides silently past the cattle grazing in those open m eadow s to the west.
A n hour later, Phyllis stops by a partially running stream. The rest of the 
pack come u p  alongside her and drink long, lapping in the icy water. One of the 
yearlings looks back and forth at the ripples flowing endlessly around water- 
sm oothed limestone. A large adult male w ith a m ottled gray coat suddenly lifts 
his head. H is rounded ears point forward, his neck extends as if straining to hear 
even m ore closely the m inute sounds he is now  picking up. Wolves' hearing is 
one of their keenest of their senses — they hear well up  to a frequency of 26kH, 
beyond the range of hum an hearing, in the range w here bats and  porpoises 
p roduce sound.
The other seven wolves now  lift their heads, cocking their ears forward. 
They begin to circle one another excitedly, paw  at each other's necks and 
shoulders, and prance around in the snow. The five adult wolves move forward, 
w ith  a m arkedly quicker pace than the last hour, and lead the pack. Two of these 
adults are females, and  being a bit faster and lighter than the males, move out in 
front of them. The three yearlings follow quickly behind.
The pack runs fifty yards, and just before rounding a bend, freeze in their 
tracks. N ow  they move low to the ground, and inch forw ard, as a moose is 
spotted  thirty yards away, ripping branches off a young pine. It is a large male, 
and  it turns tow ards the pack, having now  sensed their smell w ith his enorm ous 
snout. Phyllis and  the moose stare at one another and, for a mom ent, there is 
stillness. Large feathery snowflakes drop gently on the her eyelashes. She blinks. 
A nd then charges.
The pack leaps through the crusty snow, not breaking all the w ay through, 
partially supported  by their 5 inch long x 4 inch w ide paws. The m oose faces the 
charging pack squarely, and does not run. He will p u t up  a good fight. The other
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adu lt female in the pack has a three inch scar on her face, evidence of another 
encounter w ith  a moose six weeks ago when its huge hoof grazed her nose, and 
sent her running.
This time the pack stays outside hoof range as it circles around the m usky 
sm elling ungulate. The moose is seemingly doomed. Yet the moose does not 
charge or try to break through the circle of wolves. The moose waits. It does not 
run.
The three younger wolves, the pups from last year, are waiting too. They 
have been hunting w ith the pack since late fall, and know  to w ait until a more 
experienced w olf begins the kill w ith a lunge at the hips or a tearing at the legs to 
try  to knock the prey off balance. There is a nervous anticipation in the air; the 
three black young wolves glance back and forth at the older four, visibly anxious, 
and  paw  the ground, ready.
Phyllis suddenly turns away from the moose, breaks the circle, and starts 
trotting off, back towards the game trail they had  been following. The rest of the 
pack, w hining and yelping, tu rn  and follow. The moose watches as the eight 
wolves d rop  back into their single file line and disappear through the woods. The 
m oose picks u p  the young pine branch he had been chewing before the attack, 
and  chews again.
It is now  late afternoon. The pack has been traveling for nine hours, 
stopping only occasionally to rest (on their feet, not lying down), and  to drink. 
The den  w ill still be found today.
Looking up at the top of a rise, Phyllis spots it. She scrambles up  the hill to 
w hat appears to be an old fox den. She sees the m ound of d irt in front of the 
entrance w here the fox had burrow ed. From the entrance looking back, she sees a 
clear view  of the surrounding area. The m ound is still covered w ith snow, 
partially  h idden. She sticks her nose into the old den, and scratches at the 
entrance w ith her right paw. Yes, this will work, this will be the place.
The next m orning she gets right to the task at hand. Almost frenetically, 
she starts digging out the old fox den w ith her large front paws, sending the 
fresh d irt flying between her back legs. The instinct is strong, and she w ants to 
have the den finished today.
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The other seven rest, play, and then journey out to renew  their scent 
m arks around  their territory. This territory is defined by the prey available, the 
presence of other packs' territory (at this time there are no other packs in the 
N orth  Fork), and the understanding that, until the pups are older, it will be 
centered around this new  den, these new  pups, the lifeblood of their species.
The seven wolves travel together, and stop at a trail junction where the 
A lpha m ale — the prim ary m arker along w ith the Alpha female — scent m arks 
high on a single pine. Above snow level, this male scent becomes the m ost 
im portan t in  defining wolf territory, as the odor is easily detected by any lone 
w olf that m ight find its w ay in the valley, alerting it to the presence of this pack. 
As a rule, the pack does not accept wolf strangers, and any trespassers w ül either 
be chased off or killed.
The rest of the pack walks u p  to the fresh scent on the fence pole and 
sniffs. In addition to w arning "stray" wolves, the scent m ark is an olfactory 
rem inder of pack territory. They are re-scented every few weeks.
The traveling and re-scenting goes on for the rest of the day. This familiar 
territory of about a hundred  square miles, in som ewhat of a radius around the 
den, is em bedded w ithin them.
Returning to the den site, the pack sees Phyllis lying outside the old fox 
den. It is  new ly excavated. A high m ound of fresh soil is evidence of her work. 
She is greeted w ith licks, playful snarls, and strong affectionate nuzzling. Visibly 
tired from  her w ork, she greets them w ith equal enthusiasm. Tails are wagging.
She goes dow n into the den, disappearing from their site. After six feet 
this tunnel makes a sharp right turn  and ends at a rounded hollow, som ew hat 
higher. There is no bedding in this den that she will keep meticulously clean, just 
fresh brow n soil. It is here that the pups will be born, protected in their first 
fragile days fi’om w ind and cold. The job is done. She comes out of the den, her 
large w hite head first, her piercing yellow eyes glowing in  dusk light.
It is the next morning. Bright, clear, sharply cold. The pack has not eaten 
for three days. They gather near the den, tongues lapping eyes and  nose. O ne of 
the yearlings lays his neck over the shoulders of another, rubbing it back and 
forth. Phyllis and the Alpha male are lying down, front feet and paw s extended 
forw ard. One of the other six, the other black adult female, raises her head and
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produces a long, multi-pitched howl. It is deep, full, rich. The others quickly join 
in, no t in chorus but each choosing a different note, a slightly different harm ony, 
to howl. This harm onizing gives the impression from a distance of fifteen to 
tw enty  wolves present. A younger female is squat-urinating w hen the how ling 
begins. She continues urinating, lifts her head up, and joins in.
The how ls taper off, and Phyllis jum ps up  and starts dovm  a game trail, 
seem ingly in tent and focused. The rest of the padc turns and follows. After two 
miles she stops, and points her ears forward, a slight w ind blow ing into them. 
Running near full speed into a m eadow  the pack intersects a small elk herd, 
traveling from  the lower m eadows of their night grazing to the higher, protective 
cover of forest. The elk herd  was two miles from the den, yet somehow Phyllis 
knew  w here to find them.
U pon seeing the pack, the herd flees and diffuses into three smaller 
groups. Phyllis quickly chooses one of these groups, the one w ith the younger, 
sm aller elk running between two elk adults. The young elk is falling behind the 
tw o adults, and Phyllis chooses this opportunity to strike. She lunges at the 
young elk 's rum p, her one-inch canine teeth seizing the flesh. The elk stumbles, 
and  the w hite wolf tears into its abdomen, sending rich red blood pouring into 
the w hite snow. The elk is down, and now  two other wolves are by the dying elk, 
snapping, lunging, keeping it dow n and bleeding. One of the wolves tears 
further at the abdom en and the elk is disemboweled. It is over.
The tw o adult elk had  run  thirty yards up  the trail, turned, and stared at 
the kill. Seeing death, they turn  again and run  quickly off.
The rem aining five wolves had stopped short in their sprint on the elk 
herd  upon  seeing the three make the successful chase. Seemingly disinterested, 
som e lunged and played w ith one another, while others lay and rested. They 
soon join the kill though, and the pack consumes the whole anim al — everything 
except the stomach contents. The nutritious m arrow  inside the bone is even 
eaten, the bone crushed by the extremely strong pressure of their jaws.
The kill is shared am ong all the pack, yearlings and adults. All tha t is left 
on the snow  that afternoon are a few hairs from the elk hide and the red  stain of 
blood, soaking deep to the ground.
It is m id-April, almost two m onths after the alpha male and Phyllis bred. 
O ne early morning, five pups are born deep in the old fox den. Phyllis licks each
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one d ean , their tiny eyes shut, blind to the w orld for now. As she gives them  this 
first caress w ith her tongue, she looks at each one carefully, noticing the pups 
legs, paw s, early movements. Any bom  with abnormalities m ost likely will not 
survive. All five look healthy to her. Phyllis lays on her side, exhausted, and 
opens her legs for the first suckling.
That night a spring storm  that had been brewing in southern British 
Colum bia sweeps into northern M ontana. Seven inches of snow accompany an 
Arctic blast of frigid tem peratures. The five pups are balled together w ith  Phyllis, 
deep in  the den, surrounded and warm ed by her thick w hite fur.
It w ill be tw o weeks before they can see, bu t tw o days after they are bom  
their ears open, testim ony to the importance of the auditory world.
It is full-blown spring now, and the five pups, all gray, are six weeks old 
and  w eaned. Scuffling at the entrance of the den on a sunny May m orning, the 
five see Phyllis coming towards them. Somehow they know  that she is returning 
from  a hunt, for they greet her w ith an exceptional am ount of licking and 
nuzzling, squeaking and jabbing at the alpha's m uzzle until she regurgitates for 
them  the w arm  steaming meat.
The rest of the pack, the other four adults and three yearlings, are lying 
and  sitting close by, basking in the w arm  morning, content from the large mule 
deer just killed.
The pups, finished w ith their m orning meal, jum p, hop, and  roll over to 
the rest of the pack. Biting playfully w ith their needle-sharp m ilk teeth, tw o pups 
grab one of the yearlings by the ruff of the neck and pull hard. The yearling rolls 
over and  the two pups tum ble head over heels into the soft grass. The pups jum p 
back at the yearling's swishing tail, and catch it between their two front paws. 
The yearling snaps at the pups, gently biting one of the dim inutive gray paws. 
The pup  yelps in surprise as much as anything and scam pers away.
The alpha male, m aybe satisfied with the hunt, the cam araderie, the play, 
lifts his head high and offers a long m ournful howl, and is joined by the seven 
older pack members. A female gray pup, its once floppy ears now  standing erect 
a t six weeks, looks curiously on. The pup  has heard the howls before, bu t has 
never attem pted to howl herself. She throws back her little head and voices a 
small, b u t sharp, cry; a sound similar to coyotes. The sudden sound of her own
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voice startles her, and she jum ps back in surprise. The other pups Join in, and  the 
how ling continues, eerily vibrating the still m orning air. -
♦ ♦ ♦
Scenes similar to this have gone on for hundreds of thousands of years; in 
W yom ing, until 1943. Then, in the Owl Creek M ountains, sheep rancher Lee 
Cottenoir killed the last docum ented wolf in W yoming while ou t coyote hunting. 
Cottenoir, now  eighty-three, still has the m ounted head of that wolf, a young 
m ale tha t w eighed about one hundred pounds.
'T h e  w olf is a great animal and I think they should be restored," the old 
sheep rancher says. "They are a natural part of the country and they have a right 
to live here."
This is the possibility we m ust help to ensure.
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